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LONDON GAY
MEN’S CHORUS
PLAY
CANNIZARO
FESTIVAL
THE UK’s largest and best-
known gay choir will perform in
the open air as part of the 2004
Cannizaro Park Festival in
Wimbledon on July 11th. The
choir will be performing an eclec-
tic programme taking in every-
thing from classical favourites
including Verdi Barbr and
Tavener to spirituals and the ubiq-
uitous show tunes from Chicago
and A Chorus Line. The evening
kicks off at 7.30pm and tickets
are now on sale ptriced £18 –
£22 and are available from the
box office on 0870 9076 3834 or
they can be purchased online
from www.cannizarofestival.com.
The London Gay Men’s Chorus
are one of the most well travelled
ensembles in the world so this
promises to be a uniquely
rewarding evening in the London
concert going calendar.

THT AND LAMBETH POLICE LAUNCH GHB
AWARENESS INITIATIVE
LAMBETH has one of the highest concentrations of LGBT people in London
along with an astonishing 16 gay venues with most of Vauxhall’s clubs falling
under the jurisdiction of the borough. GHB/GHL has emerged as the recreation-
al drug of choice for an increasing number of clubbers but it, of course, can be
fatal. As it is mostly used in liquid form anyone who takes it
can never be sure of the amount they are taking.
Lambeth’s LGBT Liaison Officers and a THT out-
reach worker will be conducting 2 outreach stands
per month at LGBT venues within Lambeth. The
first club to host the stand will be Action on July
17th. Glyn Thomas, Senior Detached Work
Development Officer from THT said: “It’s great
that we can work with the police on this issue.
We have different approaches but both of us
have the same aims and that is to educate
about GHB use and to cut down on the
amount of people ending up in hospital.”

MORE NEWS... 

ABI ADVISES OVER HIV INSURANCE
THE Association of British Insurers (ABI) is plan-
ning to establish an independent multidisci-
plinary working group of experts and key stake-
holders to advise the insurance industry on poli-
cy developments affecting HIV and insurance.
So far THT and Pinkfinance.com have been invit-
ed to join the group. Richard Walsh, Head of
Health at the ABI said: “The insurance industry
is committed to fairness and treating people with
respect. This consultation exercise is about
putting that commitment into practice.” For more
information check out www.abi.org.uk.

ART AT THE GLOBE
THERE are many ways of coming to terms with
adversity and one outlet that many people find
therapeutic is art. As we know it can express a
whole host of emotions so it’ll come as no sur-
prise that one group that has embraced this is
those who are HIV positive. A new exhibition
called ‘…And Why Not!’ features artworks in
which HIV +
people express
t h e m s e l v e s
through still life
and self-por-
traits. The
Exhibit ion by
Martin and
friends is at the
Globe Centre,
159 Mile End
Road, E1 4AQ
and runs until
July 29th.

TUC CALLS FOR PENSION 
PAY OUT FOR GAYS

THE TUC has called on the government to
change the law so that gay workers and their
partners can have the same rights to a pension as
their straight work mates. TUC General Secretary
Brendan Barber said: “Lesbian and gay workers
have much to thank this Government for. Without
its progressive reforms, we would still be con-
tending with Section 28, official homophobia
would still be alive and kicking, there would be no
recognition of same sex relationships and gay
employees would have precious few employment
rights.” She went on to note that all this good
work was being undermined by the government’s
stance on gay pensions.

Compiled by Keith Mc 

http://www.allthingsorange.com


GAY SCENE HEAD OFFICE
By Andy Neill, Information Minister

GSHO@3rockets.com
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IN my role as Matron at Scene
Surgery I see many patients that
have endured physical trauma as a
consequence of their extreme
lifestyles. Whether you are a bar-hop-
per, a round-the-clock-clubber, or you
work on the scene, you have no doubt suffered
side effects of some description. I am here to address
these issues, to ease your pain and lick your wounds.

DJ’s NECK 
THIS week we are addressing a recent phenomenon
exclusive to Disc Jockeys which I am going to call DJ’s
Neck. This is a condition that lots of Club Land’s DJ’s
and many more hobby DJ’s are becoming affected by.
It is caused by standing up for hours on end with your
head bent forward, and is further exacerbated by wear-
ing headphones half on your head clasped between the
ear and the shoulder when in the mix. By way of com-
parison it is very similar to Whore’s Whiplash which
has been around since The Dark Ages, whereby
repeated bobbing of the head whilst giving a blow job
can take its toll on the upper vertebrae. If it isn’t treated
then it is not uncommon to see prostitutes ending up
with a prominent hump and having to claim social secu-
rity benefits as they find it difficult to get work with a

hunchback. So to
stop the rot before it
kicks in, I have a
solution to this
pressing problem so
that al l  DJ’s out
there don’t get pre-
maturely humped.

All DJ’s are being
issued with Head
Office approved
neck braces to limit
back and neck strain

– as shown in the accompanying photo sported by DJ’s
Steve Pitron & Mikey D who both suffer badly from
this crippling condition. The brace may hinder mixing
ability but I amsure clubbers don’t mind a fucked-up mix 

or two, safe in the knowledge that the DJ’s vertebrae
are protected. And although it is not necessarily a good
look, after consultation with the DJ Booth Lobby it has
been agreed that it is a step in the right direction. So
don’t be a pain in the neck…

GET YOUR BRACE ON! 

Matron@3rockets.com

NEWSLETTER
THE BIG BAGHDAD BALLS UP!

HEAD OFFICE has just returned
from Baghdad for the handing
back of Iraq to the Iraqi people.
The United Nations had asked
us to advise them on the possibil-
i ty of opening a Baghdad
Branch of G.S.H.O. and so our
chief supremo Fanny Felch was
deployed as International Gay
Scene Envoy and his mission
was to establish links with the
local gay community and to intro-
duce Iraq’s first gay bar. 

Over the past few weeks Fanny
managed to secure bar premises
and although the site was a
recently bombed open-plan fish-

mongers, with a bit of work it had scrubbed up well, despite the stifling stench.
She called the bar ‘George’s Bush’ and enlisted the talents of native under-
ground drag legend Arafatima The Baghdad Bodybag to host the opening
night. By way of a gimmick the bar also doubled as a beauty parlour offering a
variety of ‘wartime inspired’ treatments. Unfortunately the bar sparked too much
controversy before it had even opened.
Fanny had attracted unwelcome attention
from the powers that be after leaving
umpteen messages for Kofi Anan invit-
ing him to come along to have a ‘Glass of
Cherie’ and a complimentary ‘Chemical
Warfare Face Peel’. The events that followed led to
British Primadonna Minister Lionel Blair calling Fanny a
national disgrace. The PM ordered Fanny’s immediate extradition
back to the UK and the bar was closed down on its opening night. 

As the story goes... when the authorities turned up to question Fanny at
George’s Bush they were persuaded to watch the opening night’s entertain-

ment. Needless to say, they were not impressed with the
obligatory stripper who sent the crowd crazy when he
launched his ‘Weapon of Ass Destruction’. They were
similarly appalled by the ‘Privates On Parade’ finale fea-
turing a live squaddie sex show which culminated with the
audience being sprayed with white powder at the point of
ejaculation. Going by the name Anthrax Climax all par-
ticipating soldiers were promptly arrested on the spot. The
bar was also condemned by Health & Safety as it wasn’t
so much open plan as was missing a roof. They also took
offence at the outdoor urinal which was a rather
unsavoury phallic rock structure guarded by toilet atten-
dants calling themselves Pisskeepers.

Meanwhile we at Head Office are left to rue the disappearance of our boss Hilda
Hardcore who would never make a cock up of things like Fanny managed to. 

MAKE PISS NOT WAR !

A large glass of
Cherie please

Steve Pitron & Mikey D at
Matron’s Surgery

Fanny does Baghdad

Urinal
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A week prior to leaving for “The White Island” I confessed I was an Ibiza Virgin. I was
immediately bombarded with a regimental itinerary of where to go and what to do:
“Space on Sunday, DC10 on Monday, Pacha on Tuesday”… blah blah blah and
Solomon Grundy. Was this to be a holiday, in the proper sense of the word, or a drug-
fuelled disco marathon? Having (barely) survived the White Party London weekend I
decided to rain check the rave and ditch on the disco. Ibiza without the clubs? 
After reading Stephen Armstrong’s ‘The White Island’ I now know that it’s not just
recently that Ibiza has been party central. Around 650BC the Carthaginians turned the
island into a place of worship for their goddess of sex, Tanit, and the Island is named
after Bez, the lord of the dance. So for over two thousand years pleasure seekers have
flocked to the island to rock and fuck. 
I thought I’d be the exception and envisaged long hot days lounging by the pool, sam-
pling fresh seafood and perhaps have a bit of a holiday fling. Reverie was brought
abruptly to a halt with the booming announcement of a four hour delay at Gatwick and
the excessively patriotic abundance of England football shirts in the departure area. For
all it’s good points, Ibiza still has San Antonio, destination of louts and the like.
Collecting luggage at the carrousel became a game of “spot the poof”, as the Respect
Holiday baggage labels are red and quite distinctive. I spotted a couple of Heaven regu-
lars and made my way over to them. We met Kevin the rep outside and we’re shown to
our buses that were to transfer us to our accommodation. A perfect antithesis to the
Chingford Massive, Kevin turned on the camp and delivered his “Welcome to Ibiza
speech”. I was staying at Lido Lllobet apartments in Figueretas, bang on the beachfront.
I was pleasantly surprised. Clean, spacious, comfortable, nice balcony, and most impor-
tantly, it felt secure. These rooms can sleep four – two in the bedroom and two in the
lounge, on sofa beds. I guess four would be cosy, but if you simply use holiday accom-
modation for sleeping, changing, occasional eating and horizontal aerobics: well, what
more does one need?
Decided to check out the local bars at around midnight, starting at the Island Bar, which
is at the end of the main drag, right on the sea front – the Old Town end. Oh Toto,
we’re not in the West End now! Those spirit measures! Round the corner and up to
Cube Bar and then further up to Bar Kitsch (by name and nature), and finally ending up
over the road to Monroe’s. Like its namesake, this bar is a total homage to the blonde

FEATUREqx

MATT JOSHUA discovers there’s more to Ibiza than clubbing

IBIZA REMIXED
Trade, it’s a little dancefloor, a handful of bars and something called a “dark room”, but
it’s actually built into the hill, so it’s a sort of “disco cave”. So a visit to Auntie Flora’s
wasn’t really clubbing. Having got the social shenanigans out of the way, Monday was
spent simply lying in the sun, getting my blackness back. The seafront at Figueretas has
a good mix of restaurants, and of course all the rooms come equipped with cooker and
adequate cutlery and crockery. For the best restaurants though head to the Old Town.
Tuesday morning 7am I was woken up by a knock on the door. Immediately I thought
“Oh fuck, someone’s died”. How pleasantly surprised was I when the cute Scottish guy
from two doors down pushed a G&T into my hand and said, “Thought I’d be room ser-
vice.” Never one to look a gift horse and all that, it was a case of “Give me ten minutes”
– hanging onto the G&T, obviously. Now that’s why we go on gay holidays, right?
Tuesday afternoon involved a trip to the nudist/gay beach, a fifteen minute drive away, to
Playa Es Cavallet. This beautiful stretch of beach runs for a couple of miles and is
edged by pine forest. Obviously a prime cruising ground, with lots of rumpy pumpy in
the dunes. Unfortunately, the wind was up and so were the jelly fish, so we couldn’t get
in the water. On Wednesday the sight of Formentera Island in the distance spawned
talk of a boat trip. Small world syndrome ensued and we bumped into a canny Geordie
lass that used to go to DTPM when it was at The End. Donna does boat trips, or rather
organises them. Formentera, one word: Paradise. Thursday was spent doing the scenic
historical thing, checking out the architecture of the Old Town and castle, then to-ing
and fro-ing between the pool and the local beach. Friday, much of the same: a few pool-
side fumbles and a troll round the ramparts. 
“Ramparts”, sounds dirty doesn’t it?  Well, it was. Friday night, out for dinner at Mama
Pomela in the Old Town. Then it was Saturday and time to go home. Okay, so I didn’t
get to go over to San Antonio – but it’s all egg and chips and Ing-ger-land, Ing-er-land.
No luv. And, I didn’t go inland – too hot and sweaty. But I did chill out, met some fabu-
lous people and had an excellent time. Ibiza equals Bacchanalian excess, and of course
being poofs on a gay holiday there’s bound to be boys and booze involved. But it can
be done without the clubs.

Tour operator, Respect Holidays. Tel: 0870 770 0169. Mention QX for 
current offers.

bombshell. I also discovered they have internet facilities in
the back, one Euro for half an hour. Got acquainted with
the rather cute Australian barman, and suddenly it was
Sunday morning.
The one downside of Lido Llobet apartments is that it is
quite straight. In fact a lot of the other apartments are resi-
dential, or at least timeshare. The pool is hetero heaven,
with noisy kids and poppable lilos. However, just a short
walk up the hill to the other Respect accommodation is the
Cenit Hotel. The Cenit has a pool and poolside café. This
very popular homo hangout is the perfect place to booze,
cruise, have a spot of lunch and top up the tan. 
The view from the Cenit is stunning. “Oi Dolly!” Who do we
bump into? Geoff, Michael, Rusty and half the Box crowd.
A lot of the “serial self-indulgers” have done Ibiza for years
and tend to come out for the beginning and end of the
Summer season. Popped down to Bar Magnus for Kevin’s
“What to do and where to go talk”. It was very informative,
and hilariously camp. A Respect bar tour was arranged for
that evening, but I decided to skip it in favour of the Geoff
Llewellyn bar crawl. Fast forward to the evening (did I men-
tion the copious amounts of sangria and bumping into a
notorious Covent Garden coke dealer?). A quick walk (like
speedy bloody Gonzales) round past the castle to the old
town. The Compton Street of Ibiza Old Town is Calle de la
Virgen (you couldn’t make it up). On this street you’ll find
bars like Teatro, Cargo, Galeria 22, Leon and Caprichio.
On the way to Calle de la Virgen there’s Bar Red and La
Muralla at Sa Carrossa. One of the most popular bars is
Angelo; with its outdoor split-layered terrace it’s perfect for
having a bevvy and a vada. 
No clubs? Well, Anfora is not really a club like Heaven or
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HARDCORE

LUKE EVANS’ rise to fame has been mete-
oric. He first caught our eye when he played
the role of Billy, Boy George’s sexually con-
fused friend, in the hit musical Taboo. He then
went on to play one of the most macho roles

in musical theatre – that of Chris in Miss Saigon, on tour.
He’s now about to tackle his first role in which he doesn’t
have to sing - the role of Craig, who has starred in two
hardcore porn films, one in the UK and one in the States. I
wanted to find out why the role interested him in the first
place: “It wasn’t just the part of Craig that interested me,
but the whole premise of the play excited me as well.
Craig’s a cool character and I see a lot of me in him – not
that I’ve been in porn films – but his mannerisms are quite
like my own, and I also get to use my own accent (which
for the record is Welsh), so that’s quite nice as well as I’m
usually cockneying up.” 
There are only four characters in Hardcore with the other
three being virgins to the porn industry, all of whom have
different reasons for wanting to do their stuff in front of the
camera. But what will audiences take away from the play?
“There are quite a few different messages. It shows what
porn really is - false. It’s a vision of the best sex that you
could ever have – all the time, and it’s not like that in real
life and it’s also about how the four characters got to
where they are now, and why they wanted to do it – their
backgrounds.”
Although a gay play with a gay man in the lead role,
straight audiences in Edinburgh were quite entertained by
it although as Luke points out: “from the name Hardcore,
you can guess that it’s going to be quite in your face and
I’m sure it’s going to be educating for those people who
come and see it in London.” Luke has never made any
bones about the fact that he’s gay but did being gay help
him in playing a gay role and hinder the others in the cast
who are straight? “Two of them are straight in real life and

one of them has never done any gay stuff
before I don’t think.” At this point he asks his
stage colleagues whether this was their first
time as a gay – the answer is ‘yes’ and they
also admit to enjoying the whole experience of
being gay – well at least on the stage at any
rate! “We’re all actors playing parts and they
play a very good gays,” he says. 
Luke does gay very well, which is not surpris-
ing, but it was encouraging to hear that he’s
never experienced any negative effects from
being ‘out’ as an actor. I was keen to know
what made him come out in the first place
when so many other actors try to conceal it: “I
did it for myself. I didn’t do it for anything else
– just my own self worth. I wasn’t happy living
a lie as I’d been living a lie for the majority of
my life, so performing in Taboo was a good
time to come out, and it hasn’t bothered my
career at all.” 
Indeed it hasn’t, as immediately after Taboo
he went on to play Chris in Miss Saigon,
which according to Luke “is one of the butch-
est roles in musical theatre, and if a casting
director was going to look at me and think
‘Oh he’s queer, he couldn’t take this part’,
well to be honest I wouldn’t want to work with
him anyway.” 
It’s that kind of thinking that has got this prodi-
giously talented young actor to where he is
now – if only all actors of his generation were
so candid, and had his courage to come out.

Hardcore is at The Pleasance
Theatre, Carpenters Mews, N7 until July
31st. Box Office: 020 7609 1800.

We had the pleasure of

catching up with sexy young

actor Luke Evans on

the eve of his debut in

‘Hardcore’, a play by

Jonathan Hall that was well

received at the Edinburgh

Festival, which deals with

the porn industry in the UK. 

It’s going to be hot.

LUKE GOES

http://www.hardonclub.co.uk
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TENNIS LONDON INTERNATIONAL (TLI)
is one of the leading lesbian and gay sporting
organisations in the UK, and aims to support
tennis in London, promote gay and lesbian
fraternity in sport and to raise funds for chari-
ty through annual tournaments. Meeting
weekly at the Westway Tennis Centre on
most Sundays (5pm - 9pm), between 30 and
50 players play short doubles sets, alternat-
ing this with light banter and heavy gossip! 
Tennis London (www.tennislondon.com)
are also sending a large contingent of mem-
bers to Munich in July for the EuroGames.
QX will be profiling other UK gay sports
teams going to Munich in the coming weeks,
so if your team would like coverage, please
contact sports@chrisjepson.com or join
us for a gay weekend in Munich
(www.eurogames.org/2004).

THINK of tennis and most people’s thoughts would jump to tight stretched nylon over the pert
hard buns of Henman or the rippling back on the hirsute manly figure of Sampras beating the
crap out of the balls at Wimbledon (or is that just this pervy sports watcher?). Less people are
aware that just up the road, Battersea Park is home to the thoroughly gay annual Tennis
London International Tournament. 
Currently the largest lesbian and gay tennis tournament in the UK, this year marks the 9th
annual gathering of the guys and gals with a good grip and a mastery over their balls, and is
one of over 32 tournaments held on the growing international Gay and Lesbian Tennis
Association (GLTA) circuit, taking place in such glamorous locations as New York, Los
Angeles, Amsterdam, Milan and Battersea. It also provides the perfect excuse to mix with fit
athletes that bat for our team, as it were. 
Anyway, we digress. Over 150 players, from novice to national level, from the UK, Europe and
the USA as well as Australia, Japan, South Africa and their first ever entry from Vancouver
Canada, met for the 4 days of matches. They were seeded according to standard club level
criteria in bands from Open (the highest)
through to Levels A, B, C and D. 
With more than 14 courts in Battersea
Park, there was plenty of space for the
keenly fought matches and after an initial
couple of rounds, the action soon had the
sweat dripping from the brows of the
crowds as new ball after new ball was
punished in what was sometimes a world-
class display of racktry, as we went
through quarters and semis, then finals in
each band. Performances of note includ-
ed the Open Mens semi between the
cute-as-a-button Alexey Karpukhin,
hailing from the east but now living in
London, and James Swain, the latter of
which went on to win the Open tourna-
ment.
It was a hot and sunny weekend with only
minor disruptions due to Wimbledon-
weather. The tournament concluded with
an evening banquet, auction and raffle
that magnificently raised over £1,000 for
the Albert Kennedy. 

ANYONE TENNIS
CHRIS JEPSON

watched the boys in
shorts at the 9th Tennis

London International
Tournament in

Battersea Park

FO
R

Mikey

LEAPING TO VICTORY - 
James Swain winner of the Men’s Open 

competition in 6-1, 6-2
Alexey Karpukhin playing in the Men’s 

Open Semi Final

?

http://www.gaydar.co.uk


DVD OF THE WEEK

FILM OF THE WEEK

FAHRENHEIT 9/11 (15)
MICHAEL MOORE’S provocative Cannes-winning documentary is a startlingly power-
ful piece of filmmaking that’s full of emotion, drama, humour and information about
George W’s personal war on Iraq. It’s assembled brilliantly, starting with the 2000
election madness and end-
ing about a week ago! It’s
well-researched, and full of
clips that chill us to the
bone. If you already loathe
Bush and his cronies, this
will be the final nail in their
coffin (and you’ll marvel
that they’re not in prison
already). If you’re one of
his supporters, you’ll prob-
ably think this is just a
pack of lies. Sadly, it’s not. 
Rating: ����������

THE STORY OF THE WEEPING CAMEL (U)
comes from Mongolia, and it’s a deceptively sim-
ple tale of camel herders trying to restore the nat-
ural order in a world gone mad. Entertainingly
well-made, it’ll make you want a cuddly camel all
your own!
Rating: ����������

AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 DAYS (PG) is less
a remake of the classy 1956 epic and more a
Jackie Chan action comedy with Steve Coogan
pulling buddy duty. But it’s good fun, packed with
witty cameos and soaring adventure.
Rating: ����������

FALCONS (15) stars Keith Carradine as a loner in
Iceland who goes on the run from the cops with a
quirky woman and her pet falcon. It’s a bit too odd

to really work, but it’s also engaging and surprisingly emotional. 
Rating: ����������

TWO formulaic thrillers that will only thrill undemanding audiences: TWISTED (15) stars
Ashley Judd as a cop investigating a predictable series of murders. WALKING TALL (15)
at least has The Rock in its vacuous Bush-era tale of righteous revenge. Double yawn.
Both get ����������

LESBIAN & GAY FILM FESTIVAL ON TOUR
features highlights from this year’s LLGFF, includ-
ing excellent opening-night drama THE EVENT 
and the clever closing-night caper ROBIN’S
HOOD. There’s also Bruce LaBruce’s incendiary
black comedy about terrorists RASPBERRY
REICH, the sexy rom-com EATING OUT, and
Stuart Who’s drug-fuelled TWISTED. Add both
shorts and old faves and you won’t want to miss
it! At the Curzon Soho until 18th July.

BY JACK LEGER
SCREEN TEST

RECOMMENDED...
1. FAHRENHEIT 9/11 • Whether or not you
agree with Michael Moore’s anti-Bush views, this
is a must-see.
2. SHREK 2 • Thoroughly enjoyable sequel that’s
just as irreverent as the first film and has some
great new characters.
3. MEAN GIRLS • One of the most intelligently writ-
ten and viciously hilarious teen comedies in years.
4. BLUE GATE CROSSING • Superbly written
and played teen romance from Taiwan, with a
sexuality twist.
5. STORY OF THE WEEPING CAMEL • Excellent
drama from Mongolia about, yes really, a couple
of camels.

HOT OFF THE PRESS...
AFTER his hilarious Prince Charming in Shrek 2,
Rupert Everett will voice a CGI fox in the first
Chronicles of Narnia film, The Lion, The Witch
And The Wardrobe • Meanwhile, Gary Oldman
will voice of the villainous General Grievous in
Star Wars Episode III, which finally arrives in cin-
emas next May. • Colin Firth and Kevin
Bacon will co-star in the celebrity murder drama
Somebody Loves You • And Starsky & Hutch 2
is in the works. Apparently Ben Stiller and
Owen Wilson wanted to get Charlie’s Angels
involved the comic action, but only Cameron
Diaz has signed on.

ALSO THIS WEEK...

MOVIESqx qxmagazine.com

LOST IN TRASLATION (15)
THIS Oscar-winning drama is sheer cinematic
perfection that gets even better when you watch
it again. Bill Murray and Scarlett Johansson are
flawless as lost souls in Tokyo who rescue each
other from terminal boredom. But it’s Sofia
Coppola’s insightful, lyrical writing and direction
that make this film hilariously funny, powerfully
emotional and, best of all, utterly unpredictable.
Not only does the film look gorgeous, but it also
has a delicate ethereal rawness that makes it
essential viewing. If you think it’s dull, you’re sim-
ply not paying attention! DVD extras include
deleted scenes, interviews and a behind-the-
scenes doc (Momentum).
Rating: ����������

http://www.prowlerstores.co.uk/pride


BEATS&PIECES
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Title: How About That? 
Artist: Gisli
Label: EMI
GISLI is basically an Icelandic
stoner. Harking back to Beck’s
‘I’m A Loser’ early years, Gisli
melds half-hearted guitar strum-
mings with a horizontal hop-hip
groove that fuzzes along. Happy-
go-lucky skater lyrics ramble and
rhyme-out amusing ironies on how
appearances can be deceptive.
Rating: ����������

ALBUMS
Title: Kings Of Convenience
Artist: Riot On An Empty Street
Label: Source
KINGS of Convenience hail from
Norway and quite probably sport
Jesus sandals. Clearly, they’ve
digested the works of Burt
Baccarach, Simon & Garfunkel
and Nick Drake. Breezy ballads
with poetic lyrics and lots of
unplugged classical guitar make
for polite listening. Soul searchers
and genteel types should find this
manna from heaven.
Rating: ����������
Perfect for chilling out.

ALBUM OF THE WEEK
Title: Freestylers
Artist: Raw As F**K
Label: Against The Grain
IN the late 1990s Freestylers
emerged as the acceptable but
faceless faces of the under-
ground breakbeat demi-monde.
Since then they’ve been reason-
ably prolific and have refused to
join the devi l ’s payrol l  – no
remixing Britney Spears for
them. You can expect b-boy
lyrics, fat bass-lines, junglist
breaks, electro grooves, and
much variation. 
Rating: ����������

SINGLES
Title: Forca
Artist: Nelly Furtado
Label: Dreamworks
FOR someone so petite looking,
Nelly’s music really is larger
than life. Forca is lifted from her
surprisingly powerful recent LP
Folklore. Hill Billy banjos add a
barn-storming jig to an other-
wise Spanish themed, almost
carnival-esque romp. Meanwhile
Ms Furtado showcases those
tuneful lungs and never strays
from the land of pop.
Rating: ����������

Title: Shoot Your Gun
Artist: 20-20s
Label: Heavenly 
20-20s is yet another spunky
young indie band, fresh faced
and eager for glory. Shoot Your
Gun is a pounding release of
youthful frustration complete
with brooding and overempha-
sized vocals, a nod to rock’s hall
of fame, climatic guitars and dra-
matic lyrics. Supergrass fans will
recognize them from their tour.
Rating: ����������

SINGLE OF THE WEEK
Title: See It In A Boy's Eyes
Artist: Jamelia
Label: Parlophone
JAMELIA and Chris Martin of
Coldplay co-writing sounds a
rather unholy alliance. Against
all the odds, their contrasting
styles produce a distinctive
piece built around a simple and
melancholy piano musing. A sad
but somehow glamorous edge
to this almost funereal track
reveals a hidden depth to
Jamelia.
Rating: ����������

BY BRENT NICHOLLS

Send music to: Roman, PO Box 45611, London, SW10 OWB
Email: music@romanreviews.com

Album: STEVE PITRON APRIL 2004
Label: DJ PROMO 
Style: CLUB HOUSE
THERE is no need to introduce Steve Pitron as he is one of the
most popular and well-liked DJs on the London gay scene. Apart
from numerous international dates, Steve can be found regularly
spinning his funky magic at places like Beyond, Crash Afterhours
and Element. Steve’s sound is best characterized as funky, disco
dipped, vocal drenched and commercially adventurous (who else
would dare drop the original version of ‘Pump Up The Jam’ by
Technotronic at 3am in the morning?). He’s also a DJ who likes his
dance floors packed with the full hands-in-the-air effect, something
the promoters like too which accounts for his success. On his lat-
est DJ promo ’04.Vol 1’ Steve sticks very close to his dance floor
formula all the way to the sample overlays and track order. In fact,
this CD could very well be straight from one of his sets at Beyond.
It is nothing we haven’t heard before, but if anthems are what you
want mixed in that unique Steve Pitron way then that is exactly what
you will get. Opening with the Skylark remixes of ‘Shined On
Me’ by the Praise Cats, he drops the acapella of Kelis’
Milkshake throughout… very clever. He continues on with the
Shapeshifters massive floor filler ‘Lola’s Theme’ topped off with
a sample from Dirty Funkers (although I found the sample overlay
on this track a little distracting from the brilliance of the tune itself).
Other tracks on this indulgent party CD include Sykes &
Sugarstarr’s ‘Ticket To Ride’, the Major Boys remix of Bob
Marley’s ‘Sun Is Shining’, Stonebridge’s vocal anthem ‘Put
Em High’, a bootleg remix of Kylie Minogue’s ‘Slow’ and a
fusion between Kujay Dada’s ‘Young Hearts’ with Kathy
Brown’s house classic ‘Turn Me On’. Also look out for other
cleverly dropped samples and acapellas such as Tweet’s ‘Boogie
Tonight’ over Bobby Bianco’s ‘Shelltoe’ creating a brand new
tune within itself. Put this CD on at any pre-club soiree and watch
your guest be gagging for more of the same. Have a listen to sam-
ple of this CD on www.seenqueen.com/music.
Rating ����������

Keep it  funky…dj@brentnicholls.com

http://www.hepinfo.org
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FLOWER POWER ‘FLOWER POWER’ (Oxyd Records)
THE ever consistant Oxyd Records power up to unleash one of the
last records to emerge from the Miami Winter Conference earlier
this year. This will unquestionably end up being one of the mainstays
throughout the summer season on the White Isle - and beyond! A
Clattering rhythm pounds along remorselessly from the off, under-
scored by a smooth pumped electro bass. In comes a wicked electri-
fied acoustic guitar bridge before giving way to lashings of strings.
Think Silicone Soul (minus the naff vocals...) and you're half way
there. Already No#1 in Charts from Stonebridge and Wally
Lopez, this is ready to do the damage this summer. A 'must have'.

CE CE PENISTON ‘FINALLY’ (White Label)
ALMOST completely missed this one as the thought of hearing
another version of Ce Ce Peniston's much remixed/re-re-re-
released/bootlegged classic from 1991 had me reaching for the
razor blades. But this is simply awesome. Anyone who loves Kid
Creme's output will wet themselves for this. ‘Finally’ is turned
180 degrees on it's head, into a naughty, dirty, funky, bass-heavy,
percussive monster. When played on a big sound-system this
should come with a health warning - dancefloor damage guaran-
teed! CeCe never sounded so good. Worth loosing an arm or a leg
to obtain.

IKON ‘DO YO DREAM?’ (Jalapeno Records)
RELEASED on two 12” - but you need only concern yourself with
one. Featuring more mixes than you could shake a stick at. Separate
the wheat from the chaff by heading straight for the Steve Angello
Remix. Less electro than some of his recent offerings, this will
please those who liked M-Gee's ‘Can't Let Go’ and anthemic
‘Bodyswerve’ featuring Mica Paris. This gem features vocals from
Alison Limerick, for whom a come-back is surely long overdue...

HATIRAS ‘MONEY SHOT’ (Fine Tune)
HATIRAS is best known for his biggest and only chart hit, 2001's
'Spaced Invader' - which still sounds fresh three years later. He
has continued to produce a steady flow of releases since, without
ever matching his earlier success - until now. Featuring the vocal
talents of Tara, this truly rocks.
Hatiras' mixes are good enough but
French DJ/Producer Antoine
Clamaran takes the track to new
heights with a filthy yet groovy
remix that drags this all the way to
the finishing line. Undeniably influ-
enced by Benny Benassi's
‘Satisfaction’ (although far less
electro), Antoine pumps it up and
turns out one of his best mixes.
Huge breakdowns and fi l tered
drops, this will put London's finest
sound systems through their paces.
Satisfaction guaranteed...

OLAV BASOSKI ‘WATER FIRE RHYTHM LOVE’ (EP2)
YOU'LL either love this or absolutely hate it. Olav Basoski has
made some great records over the years, but his output can be a
little formulaic at times. This sees Olav fuse house rhythms with
reggae samples. It certainly sounds like nothing else around at the
moment - and that surely can't be a bad thing? Think Musical
Youth, off their fucking 'Dutchie'.

TRAXqx

WED: 07TH JULY 2004

1 (2) Beginnerz New York Taxi
The classic sound of New York with Philly strings and all that NYC atmosphere 
(Sole)

2 (7) Bhooka + T Bone Dare To Dream
Victoria Wilson James belts out a spiritual message with a gospel House vibe
(Toolroom Test)

3 (3) Lee-Cabrera Voodoo Love
Samba Keys, rolling bass, and filtered tribal crowd chants like jets passing
(C2)

4 (1) Kid Creme Doing My Own Thing
Kid Creme features Shurkano on this follow up to Together and it kicks
(White)

5 (6) Guy Williams Work
His best to date with help from Tom Neville, Justin Drake & Kami on the mix
(DTPM)

6 (10) Antoine Clamaran Feel It
All the usual moves plus a smoother vocalled Love Commandments style mix
(Ambassador)

7 (9) Richard Grey Filtered Attitude IV
The filter maestro takes to the controls with a sample from Mama Used To Say
(G High)

8 (12) Hoxton Whores vs U2 Lemon 2004
The Whores get cheeky with an old U2 track but check the flip for bonus fun
(White)

9 (11) Shelltoe Allstars Sucka DJs
Home of Bobby Blanco this follows on where the last two left us!
(White)

10 (15) Groovemaster K... Funky Trax Vol 3
One side with a conga lead mix the other more Frech House in vibe.
(Clubstar)

11 (-) Devoted Gotta Have
Remixed since it first appeared on Reverb this Mantronix cover rocks!
(Houseworks)

12 (14) Robbie Rivera Funkafaction
Robbie teams up with Benny Benassi to re-visit Funkatron and Satisfaction
(Subliminal)

13 (19) Disco Darlings Don’t Hold Back
Back with more of their own brand of Amphetamine Phunk and Disco style
(White)

14 (-) Full Intention Deep Down EP
Sampling heavily from Barbara Mason’s seminal Another Man this is the bomb
(Dtension)

15 (-) Loose Cannons I Like It When Ya
With heavy smapling from Granma Funk’s Shakin That Arse this is a winner
(Universal)

16 (-) DJ Chus & David Penn Will I (Discover Love)
Summer time is here with this shuffling toe tapper in two similar mixes
(Azuli)

17 (-) J.S.T.O. I Just Wanna
Straight outta Jerry Springer The Opera with Sharp Boys & Wayne G mixes
(White)

18 (20) Laurent Wolf Darkness
Two sides of NRG darkness from the Frenchman - expect loads of percussion
(Cyber)

19 (16) Deep Dish Flashdance
Long long build ups, heavy metal guitars, cheesy smaples - massive tune
(White)

20 (-) Cassidy feat. R Kelly Hotel
Downbeat lounger with a Mauve remix onboard - could be an early doors hit
(Black Label)

VITAL VI
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Genuine Tarot readers will help you to understand your destiny whenever
you need help - whatever the time of day. Half the price of a face to face 

consultation. Calls cost only 75p per minute at all times (mobiles may vary).
You must be over 18 yrs of age. Calls are continuosly recorded. 

VTL Box 756, WC1N 3XX

Here we are again filling you in
with this week’s vital info... Wow! 
Daft Punk have remixed Franz
Ferdinand’s ‘Take Me Out’.
They stick close to the original but
have turned the crazy factor up a
bit. We are also loving the

Freeform 5 and Soulwax
remixes of ‘Rocket Ride’ by
Felix Da Housecat for that
futuristic disco action. Oooh! 
So, Whitey are having a re-
release of their club smash
‘Leave It All Behind’. Extremely
marvellous and fantastic in its
own right but still no sign of the
Glimmer Twins re-edit (given
out to a few lucky djs) anywhere
on the official release schedule.
Make sure you check out Trailer
Trash at On The Rocks in
Shoreditch. With resident DJs
Bones & Ramsey with their dirty
electro-disco and twisted house.
First Friday of every month. A
Tasty Tim recommendation!
Keeping on the Tasty tip, check
out his T-Total mixes of Seamus
Haji & ATFC's ‘Ooh Ooh Ah’
on Big Love Records, there are a
few white labels out and about -
guess who the surprise vocal is
supplied by... Pete Heller
(house guru of ‘Big Love’ and
‘Ultra Flava’ fame) has record-
ed a new track featuring Avenue
D. Damn you mister postman -
where the hell is it?! Jake JX is
doing electro toons under the
name of Rex the Dog. We have
had a sneak preview of two new
tracks, ‘Frequency’ plus
‘Italian Blond’ and they are the
boom! Check his just released

TRAXqx

BY MARK MOORE & PRINCESS JULIA

remix of ‘Heartbeats’ by The
Knife.
Out now as you read this: boot-
leg kings IDC have an original
track (no nicked things on it!)
called ‘Scratch’. Mega is an
understatement! Try to track

down the IDC CD – ‘Top 20’
where every bootie is a killer. I
guess it had to happen; not con-
tent with doing covers of ‘Hey
Mickey’, ‘Sex Dwarf’ and
‘Memorabilla’, electro drum 'n'
bass star John B has done a ver-
sion of ‘Tainted Love’. We are
moist with anticipation!
Well anyway after Gay Pride
what else is there to look forward
to...
Neil Tennat’s special day of
course... “HAPPY BIRTHDAY!”
Also Happy 17th Birthday to
Jonny Slut! Golf Sale contin-
ues its avant-garde theme and
this week Sunday the 11th it's
Princess Julia’s turn. She's not
one to blow her own trumpet but
it's a real must on your social cal-
ender. We're loving
Yoshimoto’s ‘Du What U Do’
it's not a peak time party pumper
- like the Tommie Sunshine
remix of  ‘Make Up’ by The
Most out soon on Beauty Case
Records - but it chugs along at a
fair old pace as did style icon
Lotta who unveiled her DJ talents
at The Cock the other week. A
star is born!

That's all you slags, Princess Julia
& Mark Moore X

FOR CHICKS WHO LIKE TO ROCK
G Spot stimulation has never been so good...

The Rock-Chick, 
the Silicon Sensation 
to get your “rocks off” to....

Telephone 
anytime
0845

6443821
for a free 
catalogue

Visit www.thepleasuretrove.com
“The Ultimate Experience for Women” TM

http://www.cosmeticcentres.co.uk
http://www.thepleasuretrove.com


POP
JANE BIRKIN
2 Stars! The St. Teresa of Self-Indulgence!

But then Birkin’s a typical, middle-class prouct
of privileged self-regard, who has always under-
stood that patronising her lamely utopian audi-
ence is the perfect path to their hearts. They,
after all, are the smug scum who fuss about sav-
ing whales while broiling grouse on their coun-
try-estates! Still, let’s sidle back to Jane – one
moral monstrosity’s bad enough! Taking lessons
in charm (and deportment) from Bette Davis’s
über-hag Baby Jane Hudson, she pipes a men-
tally unbalanced, little girl’s voice through her
lips as proof of her crushing sincerity, which
she flaunts with the high-profile visibility of a
paramedic attending a heart-attack! Are you
puking yet? I am! Oh, it wouldn’t be so bad if
she could sing, but her talents barely stretch to
the frozen formality (and halting diction) of a syn-
thesised, call-waiting system. Still, she has one
compensation – cuddling up to Serge’s royalties
every night! 

HOT TIPS & OPENINGS

ARTSqx qxmagazine.com

COMEDY
THE ANDY WARHOL SYNDROME
IN the must-see date at Edinburgh
Festival, Jenny Éclair performs her new,
killingly risqué show. Unmissable. 

The Pod, Deco 4, 7 Clerk Street
Edinburgh, 4th – 29th August. 
Tel: 0870 755 7705. 

ART
‘LONDON YOUTH’ By Stephen Harwood
ARTIST Stephen Harwood is the Francis
Bacon of Twinks. Rendering the sordid,
day glow underbelly of inner-city London in
gouache and acrylic paints, he captures
the private dreams, obsessions and night-
mares of adolesence. Like some divine,
invisible voyeur, he unearths both his sub-
ject’s inner selves and the psychological
touchstones of their bedrooms and private
spaces. Forget Tracy Emin’s attempts to
strip off urban masks – these paintings are
revelations!

Artbank Gallery, 114 Clerkenwell
Eoad EC1. 9th –31st July, 
Tel: 020-7608-3333. 

ART
Jamie McCleod’s ‘MARC ALMOND AND
THE LOST BOYS’
I refuse to call photographs as hot as
Jamie McLeod’s anything except fine art.
Working with the expertise and discipline
of a classic, 1940s film noir director, he
rigorously highlights every nuance and
detail in his subjects, whether they’re
backstage trannies in Istanbul, hugely-
muscled oil-wrestlers, or Marc Almond
moodily interpreting his elusive, often sinis-
ter muse. But feast on his work at first
hand at his upcoming exhibition.

The First Out Café, 52 St. Giles’
High Street WC2. 13th – 31st July.
Enjoy!

THEATRE
DIRTY BLONDE

Duke of Yorks. Tel 020 7836 5122. 
3 Stars! Feisty but flawed!

THE toast of the gay tarts in New York
– male and female – Mae West was a
full-on drag queen in a woman’s body.
In her mouth,  the sweetest ,  most
innocuous phrases sounded like they’d
been dipped in grade-A Gonorrhea,
and that was merely the opening
repartee!  Sadly,  in  la ter  l i fe ,  she
descended into gross parody, like a
real-life Lola Ferrari with inflatable tits,
butt and waist- l ine! That real i ty –
which Mae could never bring herself to
confront – worked to especially cruel
contrast in the 1968, sex-change com-
edy Myra Breckinridge, where she
starred with buxom newcomer Raquel
Welch, then at the height of her fame!

Thereaf ter ,  i t  was down, down,
down, with no wig or sequinned

gown on earth able to disguise
her crone’s body and skin so
loose it flapped in the slight-
est breeze! 
Okay, critics will, quite right-
ly, sneer, but to die-hard
fans – including a v ir tual
Manhattan Island of gay
men – Mae was incapable
of  doing wrong, at  any
stage in her career! And
Dirty Blonde, a storming
new evocation of Mae’s life,
tries its’ best to separate the
magical bon mots from her
too-frequent, maudlin excess-

es! Sadly, the show’s a scat-
tershot success at best, with a

lumpen, theatrical structure so
crippled it’s screaming out for

euthanasia! A word of advice to bud-
ding playwrights; don’t, under any cir-
cumstances, start a play with parents
planning their future star’s fame!
Instead, just show it, preferably in the
middle of an outrageous, drug-fucked
scandal
But that’s the big problem with this
show – it plays every scene safer than
a gay man in a whole-body condom!
Why, even riddled with dental agony, I
found myself nodding out on the the-
atrical equivalent of sleeping pil ls!
Frankly, such tedium is unforgiveable.
Of all people, West had an electrical-
ly lascivious l ife, especially as the
author of sleaze-romps like ‘Sex’ and
‘The Drag’, so why sink the show with
the lame sub-plot of a sad, male drag-
addict finding true ‘lurve’ with a fellow
female fan? Avoid – unless you like
your camp sickeningly sweet!

POISON POSER
S!

DIVAS don’t more come cringingly unctuous
than Jane Birkin. 35 years after ‘Je T’Aime’, her
laughably coy slice of aural porn with her dead
husband Serge Gainsbourg, she’s still milking
the legacy of his louche, song-writing genius for
everything she can get. Which currently means
touting new, Moroccan-inflected versions of his
work in every venue prepared to take her, plus a
deluge of CDs. Fair enough, and after all, thou-
sands make a living peddling mediocrity, but it’s
Birkin’s crushing condescension that makes her
shockingly offensive. Does she really think that
death – and loss – is unique to her? That’s the

im-pression given by a gauche poem on a
young friend’s death, earnestly reiterated

in French and English. Well excuse
me, but haven’t we all

been there?

GAY DENTIST
FOR GAY MEN IN CENTRAL LONDON

* Crowns   
* Bridges

* White fillings
* Cosmetic dentistry

* Cleaning
* Tooth whitening

020 - 7494 0882
For an appointment with Steve

22 Wimpole Street, London W1

SPECIAL OFFERS
TREAT YOURSELF TO A BRIGHT

WHITE SMILE FOR SUMMER

* Teeth Whitening*
only £150

*Boxes of whitening gel 
available for £30

* Changing black Amalgum 
fillings from black to white

cosmetic fillings,
only £50 per tooth
(minimum 2 teeth)

Non-surgical cosmetic treatments

WRINKLES?
DEEP FOLDS?
HIV LYPODISTROPHY?
SUN DAMAGE AND TIRED SKIN?
THE CHEAPEST PRICES IN LONDON

BOTOX: £200 (forehead, frown & crows)

Fill in lines: £150*
AQUAMID-NEW FILL: £350**
Lip enhancement: £200
Vitaminic Firming: £70***

The Mollo Beauty Clinic
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Gift vouchers & Payment Plans accepted
Free Vitaminic every £100 spent

* reabsorbable
** price per vial
*** price per session

BOTOX
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DEEP FOLDS

CROWS FEETHIV LYPODISTROPHY

Your Hair
or

Your Money Back

For Further information
0800 0280486

www.whitecliffsgroup.com

Real and Cost effective solutions to hair loss.With our own
HLC brand for Laser therapy or Farrell UK for Hair replacement,

we can design a programme to fulfil  your expectations.

Whether it’s a Laser Comb in the comfort of your own
home, higher level laser therapy at one of our studios or hair
replacement, we’ll work with you to establish which treatment

is the most appropriate.

Committed to a responsible approach to hair loss
Members of The White Cliffs Group

*Terms & Conditions apply

http://www.whitecliffsgroup.com
http://www.mollobeauty.com


OTHER HIGHLIGHTS

I have discovered cruising. Where have I
been for the past 100 years? I never knew
cruising was so much fun. All those people
looking at you. Some who are close to
naked or with very little on. The walking back
and forth. All day, all night. What fun it is.
Oh wait. What did you think I meant? Get
your mind out of the gutter. I am talking
about cruising on the water. In a boat. On
the sea.
Me and my honey took four cruises last year.
This was our first transatlantic. I recall see-
ing pictures of Dietr ich arriving at
Southampton by ship and sitting on top of a
steamer trunk posing for photographers. I
saw myself in that pose when we docked, in
my mind anyway.
This trip was fantastic for several reasons. 1-
15: All the food you can eat 24 hours a day.
The food just never stops. Unfortunately,
when I returned to Britain, I discovered sea
air was not good for my clothes since they
had shrunk. 
Memo to self: Bring only clothes with
elastic waistbands on trans Atlantic
cruises from now on. 
The trip was 11 days and the first eight were
non-stop water. I hate to get off the boat. I
hate heat and love A/C. (oh sorry, that
stands for air conditioning. I know that
means nothing in this country) consequently,
walking around Caribbean Islands means I

am sweating like a long tailed cat in a
room full of rocking chairs. He

spent his time in the sun and the
gym while I spent my time eat-

ing and editing my new book. 
Oh yeah, have I not men-
tioned that I have written a
novel? It is called, TELL
ME TWICE, by Bryan
Murphy. I t ’s a love
story. 310 pages long.
The writing took less
than a month but the
editing took longer. I
have a literary agent in
New York City ripping
it apart now. Fingers
crossed and it will make

it into bookstores. I see
me now on Richard and

Judy promoting it. And of
course, I will do Lorraine,

love her. It is a story of two
men who are brought together

by the President of the United
States. Is that topical or what I ask

you? I am working on the next book
now.

Back to the cruise. The ship had 2,500 pas-
sengers but never seemed crowded or
busy. The surprise for us was there were
about 40 gay guys on board. We felt like
youngsters since a good number of them
had been couples for over two decades
while me and the honey have only been
together for one decade. 
There were guys from Scotland, in kilts
every night, several from Australia; men from
Toronto; a few from Portsmouth who have
seen my show. And Yanks. Nightly we
would meet in the disco or the Champers
bar till wee hours. I think cruises are for
relaxing but after this one, we all said we
would need a vacation after this vacation.
There was a lot to do on board but I did not
partake in any of it. That would mean leaving
my air-conditioned room. I only do that for
food. This boat had a rock climbing wall, oh
sure, you know I did that, now don’t you? In
these shoes? There was a passenger talent
show. And yes I did enter, ham that I am. 
There is another cruise on the same ship in
November going back the same route and I
have my hopes that me and the honey can
be on it. I am sure by then, I will still be edit-
ing my new book. Did Babs Cartland start
this way? Maybe I should be taking bee
pollen like her. But I am not wearing pink no
matter how many books I write.

BRYAN MURPHY

Thebryanmurphy2@aol.com

STAGEqx qxmagazine.com

2 BREWERS, CLAPHAM
CABARET has returned to the front bar at
this popular cabaret venue in Clapham so
there’s no more having to go into the back
room to see your favourite artistes any-
more – well at least not on a performance
footing. There’s Starsearch karaoke on
Tuesdays from now on, presented by
Kevin Walsh with a weekly prize of £25
for the best warbler. Don’t forget that the
new London Salsa classes and club take
place every Monday at 7.30pm with it
being £6 for 1 class or £8 for 2 classes.

COMEDY CAMP, BARCODE
THERE’S a sensational
l ine-up at Comedy
Camp on July 7th
with that anarchic
duo Topping &
Butch headlin-
ing just before
they get ready
for their
E d i n b u r g h
shows. There’s
t r e m e n d o u s
support from
hilarious Iranian
comedian Shappi
Khorshandi – who
had us rolling in the aisles the
last time we saw here and the slight of
hand queen herself Mandy Muden.

THE CULVERT, UXBRIDGE
THERE’LL be a splash of the orient down
at Uxbridge this Saturday when Lady
Imelda takes to the boards at this popular
bar and cabaret venue. Who needs the
Ladyboys of Bangkok when you’ve got
Lady Imelda – that’s all we have to say on
the matter. Bette Rinse is back on
Wednesday with her Barmy Bingo when
there’s cash prizes up for grabs. Eyes
down for a full house…

Millie Turner

Titti La Camp

CABARETBY MATT JOSHUA

CRUISING WITH BRIAN
M
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PIP MORGAN

S P E C I A L
O F F E R

F O S T E R S ,  
C A R L S B E R G ,  

STRONGBOW & 
J O H N  S M I T H  
£ 2  P E R  P I N T

BETWEEN 11AM-5PM
MONDAY TO FRIDAY

S P E C I A L
O F F E R

F O S T E R S ,  
C A R L S B E R G ,  

STRONGBOW & 
J O H N  S M I T H  
£ 2  P E R  P I N T

BETWEEN 11AM-5PM
MONDAY TO FRIDAY

EVERY MONDAY
T O P  B A R:  MONDAY MANIA

WITH DRINK PROMOS: 
PINTS OF FOSTERS, JOHN SMITHS, 

RED SMIRNOFF SHOT & SOURZ, REEF £1.50
C L U B  B A R :  A L L  S O R T Z WITH D J A L

MONDAY MANIA, 1ST 20 DRINKS £1 EACH
EXCLUDES DOUBLES & COCKTAILS

THURSDAY 8TH JULY
T O P  B A R :  TONI SHIELDS KARAOKE
FREE PRIZE DRAW FOR ALL SINGERS

TOP PRIZE DVD PLAYER

FRIDAY 9TH JULY
TOP BAR: FRIDAY FIESTA 
CLUB BAR: DJ STEVIE T

PLAYING COMMERCIAL DANCE & HOUSE.
NO ADMISSION AFTER 1.30AM

SATURDAY 10TH JULY
8 P M - 1 1 P M : PINTS OF JOHN SMITHS, 

CANS OF FOSTERS,  HOUSE SPIRIT / SPLASH, 
RELOADED & WKD £1.50

C L U B  B A R :  D J  B O D Y B A G
GETTING OUT  HIS HANDBAG  & GOING CAMP, 

FREE B4 11PM, £2  AFTER, 
STRICTLY NO ENTRY AFTER 1.30AM

SUNDAY 11TH JULY T O P  B A R :
3.00PM: QUEEN’S SPEECH PIP  MORGAN 
3.10PM: B I N G O 5PM - FREE NIBBLES

5.30PM: P I P  M O R G A N H O S T I N G
SIMON MORRIS

8PM: TONI SHIELDS KARAOKE
YOU CAN NOW RECORD YOUR OWN CD FREE OF CHARGE!

OPENING HOURS
OPEN  MON-WED: 11AM - 2AM

THURS-SAT:  11AM - 3AM
SUNDAY: 12 MIDDAY - 12 MIDNIGHT

TEL:  020 8852 1705,  E-MAIL BARPHOENIX@MSN.COM
BAR PHOENIX, 25 RENNELL STREET LEWISHAM SE13 7HD

2 MINS WALK FROM LEWISHAM STATION & DLR
WWW.BARPHOENIX.CO.UK

http://www.barphoenix.co.uk
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The absolute icing on the cake was the rainbow flag being flown over St.
Martin In The Fields church. A brilliant turn out for a well organised event.
A short tube ride up to Finsbury Park to Big Gay Out. The main stage was
busy throughout the day with a variety of acts ranging in calibre from
mediocre (spot the lip-syncers) to the amazing. The different dance tents
also subject to degrees of popularity. The Orange tent was kicking, the
vibe was out of this world and busy throughout the day. Orange promoter
Craig asked us to send big thanks out to everyone who attended the event
and extended his thanks to Face Party who organised the whole shebang!
The Pushca/Faceparty open air dance arena was also popular, as was
the Trade tent. We went a bit mad on the funfair, almost losing our lunch at
one point. The Interflora blessings area was an oasis of calm and tranquillity
amidst the madness and multicoloured mayhem. We loved the stewardess-
es outside “toilet world” and had a little boogie with two giant cuddly teddy
bear/monster things. We ‘oohed’ and ‘aahhed’ at the balloon release and of
course had to have the obligatory candy floss. Being press and ever curi-
ous, we blagged a coveted pink wrist band and snuck backstage and had a
bit of a mingle with the celebs. Chatting with organiser Jason Pollock he
told us he was very pleased with the event and was having a fantastic day.
Hot of the presses, July 2nd 2005 has being booked and Big Gay Out will
be returning next year. So was it worth the £25 ticket? With some clubs
charging the equivalent (almost) for night out, and taking into account all
that was on offer, yes I guess so. If there wasn’t something like this on
where would we go? How would we remember Pride? Events of this scale
are notoriously difficult to organise and can often be marred by an unpre-
dictable downpour. Show your support, have a great time. Start saving for
next year’s ticket.

WORDS:
MATT JOSHUA

PHOTOS:
BY MUNNOO, NIKKI CROOKS, CHRIS GEARY & DIMAS VALLE

FRIDAY afternoon and it looked like Pride was going to be
one rather sodden affair. Bandied round town were things like
“Big Gay Wash Out” and “Don’t Rain On My Parade” and
every other rainy cliché imaginable. We all sat sympathising
with the poor buggers who were stuck in Finsbury Park trying
to pitch marquees and what not.
But Saturday arrived and against all odds the rain held off and
the sun came out with the rest of us. The Parade was really
well attended with representation from all gay walks of life
right across the board. It ran to time and finished up down on
the Embankment. Just a short walk up to the Rally, Trafalgar
Square was packed, heaving, a brilliant turn out, proving that
Pride for many is still very much a political event as well as a
bloody good knees up. The Rally was hosted by Jean T and
Ida Bar with numerous guest speakers and performers provid-
ing a diverse entertaining programme. Included in the speak-
ers were Ken Livingstone, Lord Waheed Alli, Ben Summerskill
(Stonewall), Diane Abbot (Labour MP) and Deputy Assistant
Commisioner Brian Paddick. Sir Ian McKellan gave a stirring
speech driving home the necessity to come out, accept sexu-
ality and be happy, making Pride something to be proud of.

BIG GAY OUT

BIG GAY OUT

BIG GAY OUT
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Ben Summerskill @
THE RALLY

Ken Livingstone @
THE RALLY

Sir Ian McKellan
@ THE RALLY

Lord Waheed Alli @
THE RALLY

PARADE

PARADE
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BIG GAY OUT

Emma Bunton @ BIG GAY OUT

PARADE

http://www.underu.com
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BIG GAY OUT

Jamelia @ BIG GAY OUTBIG GAY OUT

PINTS,PINTS,
HOUSE SPIRITS & MIXER,HOUSE SPIRITS & MIXER,

BOTTLED BEER,BOTTLED BEER,
GLASSES OF WINEGLASSES OF WINE

£2£2
4pm - 8pm4pm - 8pm

TEQUILA & MASSAGE TEQUILA & MASSAGE BOYSBOYS
EVEREVERY FRIDAY FRIDAY & SAY & SATURDATURDAYY

4PM - 1AM MON - SAT , SUN 12PM -12AM4PM - 1AM MON - SAT , SUN 12PM -12AM

Central Station,Wharfdale Rd,
King’s Cross N1

Central Station,Wharfdale Rd,
King’s Cross N1

DJ:
TONY CALVO

Thursday 8th July
11pm- 3am, Entry £4 DJ:

TONY CALVO

Thursday 8th July
11pm- 3am, Entry £4
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HORNY HUMPY HOUSEHORNY HUMPY HOUSE

http://www.metromate.org.uk/counselling
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weekend. This week the DJ line up includes Severino, Sharp Boys, David Jimenez.
Let your mind flip get into the time slip (well it is A:M) watch that laser til your eyes
go wonky. A:M’s funky chunky tech house always keeps us glued to that dance
floor. In the back room Paul Heron plays a special extended set. Not to be missed.
On Saturday night Orange present Element, to be held at super club Colosseum.
Element gets bigger and bigger and better and better (is that possible?). Out of
this world production, a kick arse sound system and a stellar DJ line up: The Sharp
Boys, Steve Pitron and Severino, pulls a diverse crowd of the city’s best party
people. In “the other room” Dave – Daisy – Cross plays pure, unadulterated,
100% D.I.S.C.O. She is D…. Dave Cross, I…you get it. OOOOOOO!  Miss
Ross, Sister Sledge Donna Summer and all the dance floor divas will be in atten-
dance. Expect brand new Summer décor, yards of drapes in blue and white, tow-
ering water columns…And in the cushioned seating area, if it all gets too much,
there’s a professional masseur to knead away the disco damage. Keep your eyes
peeled for the brand new lasers and pyrotechnics. Get yourself all hot and both-
ered as you ogle sexy Element dance troupe. Being the understanding guys that
the Orange crew are, they’ve realised that Pride weekend really does take its toll
on even the most affluent wallet. So, entry is a Fiver before midnight. Reduced
drinks prices before 12.30. Get down there already! 
You still up? God woman, go to bed! Or, we could all just be really naughty and
go to Later, the Sunday afternoon party and the official Beyond/Crash after party.
The Oli and Steve B play funky house til the sun dips down below Vauxhall Park.
And then of course there is the unparalleled Orange, mashing your brain well into
Monday morning. For the filthy funsters amongst you there’s Rude Boyz on
Thursday, also at Fire. Check out the cruise cabins with “pleasure holes”, hot n
horny cinema, special rude boyz performance and an amateur strip show where
each entrant wins £25. Oh, you are naughty, but we like it.

AFTER the Pride weekend are you too pooped to party? Or
was that all just a dressed rehearsal for the rest of the year’s
clubbing? Well for you Dirty Trashed Party Monsters let’s
start with what’s going on under the Blue Cube umbrella. If
you’ve been out and about in Soho, pre-Pride, you will have
seen the most amazing array of freaks, drag queens and
muscle boys under those big Blue Cube umbrellas while they
were out promoting the jewel in Pride’s sparkling crown,
Ruby. At DTPM on Sunday 11th the DT Allstars rock Fabric.
Dance Arena 1 has Jim Labisko, Miguel Pillitero, Mark
Wilkinson and Justin Ballard all playing two hour sets, in that
order. Lisa German and Malcom Duffy are in Dance Arena 2,
with Ariel sandwiched in the middle. David Rosen and Jamie
rock Room 3 with the freshest funkiest RnB. On Friday the
9th at Fiction Justin Ballard, Miguel Pellitero and Malcolm
Duffy throw it down on the main floor. Harj and Justin Ballard
lay it on thick in The Lounge. The wonder that is Stewart
Who? and the irrepressible Fat Tony look after the VIPs. 
From Blue to Orange. Fusion at the Fridge is sure to blow
away those post-Pride blues. The Fusion reactors will reach
critical meltdown as Hugh Stevenson, Paul Martin and Steve
Pitron hit the decks. Outstanding light shows, a 32 colour
laser and a whole box-a-tricks of visual special effects makes
Fusion the biggest Friday blow out. Out of the Fridge and
into the Fire with the scorcher that is A:M. Stay up all Friday
night and beat the early birds or get a little shut-eye and turn
up looking fabulous at 7am. The perfect kickstart to the

Marc Almond @  BIG GAY OUT
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sure you all know by now, and are probably fed up being told, but Hard On is a
MEMBERS ONLY club. Membership forms can be found at Regulation, RoB,
Fettered Pleasures and all branches of Clone Zone, or you can download the form
from www.hardonclub.co.uk. Hard On also enforces the strictest of dress codes.
Rubber, leather, uniforms, skin gear, jocks and boots… you get the picture. Wear
plain jeans and trainers and you will feel the wrath of Ms Suzie K. You have been
warned. Causing mayhem on the decks are Hugo’sland, Graham D, EJ Doubell and
Little Miss Natalie. In the back, Simon Wallis, Jack Chang and Brent Nicholls. Jack
Chang and Brent Nicholls? Now that’s worth squeezing into a rubber t-shirt for.
Still in Vauxhall, if you’re into hairy bears and beefy blokes with bangin’ beats
thrown in for good measure, then The Den is for you. Every 2nd and 4th Sunday
of the month at South Central (formally Dukes). £4 on the door, £3 with
Growlhouse, Bearhug or BCUK membership. 8pm til 1am. Men only. If you’re still
growling for more action then a coach leaves from South Central at 12.30 to take
you to the LA3. Chrisco, Karlton and Severino serve it up on the ground floor,
while in the “Bass”ment Don Grant and Rolf take it harder and faster. 
Up at Egg at afterhours Bleached, it’s Boy George’s last set for the summer
months. Catch him while you can. He returns to the decks later in the year.
Back in the bustling West End, those Twisted Queens Wayne G and Stewart
Who? take over the legendary Heaven on Saturday 10th to celebrate the final
screening of their super successful documentary Twisted. Twisted rocked

From Orange to White, The White Party Amsterdam.
Not far away, just August 7th, so you best be thinking about
that spotless creation that you’ll be sporting at The
Powerzone, Amsterdam. If you truly follow the jet set party
crowd then August the 15th is the White Recovery Party,
Ibiza. Will you be there? 
OK enough of the colour theme thing. 
D-N-A has now switched to the 2nd week of the month,
which means it runs this Saturday. Leave your attitude at the
door and dance away to hands in the air style gay
anthems… not taking itself too seriously by making sure the
music is at the commercial end of the house spectrum.
Vanity & the Mark Tymes’ dance troupe Genemania host the
night plus there’s FREE entry to Crash Afterhours for all
guests for those who want to sample the more undergorund
sound of the London house music scene.
Bootylicious is three years strong and still bringin’ it on – for
everyone! Friday 9th is the date, Crash the venue. Featuring
two rooms of the finest RnB, funk, soul, and disco classics.
The Bootylicious DJs are: Nikki Lucas, Jeffrey Hinton,
Sugarbear, Calvin Biggy C, Mark Bambach, Henock, Tyron,
MC Chickaboo and Miss rhythm divine her-
self, Joy on percussion. The Booty bashes
are always major events, get there early and
be prepared to sweat like a mutha. 
Staying at Crash and still sweating like a
mutha, the next Hard On is on the 17th. I’m

RECOMMENDED
• Boot Camp moves to Thursday
• Find your favourite friend at Glory Hole, Friday
• Fusion fires up the Fridge, Friday
• Three years young for Bootylicious, Friday
• Popcorn goes mental on a Friday
• Saturday nights home for house is at Element
• Unashamed big tunes at D-N-A, Saturday
• Soulful sounds are the house rules at Queer Nation, Saturday
• Get twisted with the two queens of Heaven, Saturday
• Boy George’s last set for the summer at Bleached, Saturday (late)
• Crash Afterhours for a taste of the underground sounds of gay London, 

Saturday (late)
• Bears and bears friends at The Den, Sunday
• Gorgeous people and funky tunes at Gorgios, Sunday
• Mid-week injection of funk at Diskocreme, Wednesday

See Musts & Maybes for further details

KAZBAR

WHITE SWAN

DATES 4 YOUR DIARY
11/07/04 • Fine funky house and glamorous antics at Gorgios
17/07/04 • Wild Fruit and Queer Nation at O2 Music, Brighton
17/07/04 • Hard On moves to the 3rd Saturday of the month
24/07/04 • Extreme Euphoria’s birthday bash at Turnmills
24/07/04 • MA2: Sin Bin moves to the 4th Saturday of the month
25/07/04 • The next DTPM record launch
31/07/04 • Rachel Stevens shakes her thang at at G-A-Y
01/08/04 • Soho Pride 2004
07/08/04 • White Party Amsterdam
27/08/04 • Ruby returns... only bigger!
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the Lesbian and Gay Film Festival and to much acclaim became a bit of a
star at the NFT. Hosting the whole shebang is Ricca, who usually hosts the
Stonewall bar/club in Sydney. Guest DJ is Cam, again over from Oz, he’s played
Hong Kong, Los Angeles and all over Australia. His uplifting vocal house with
strong trance elements will have the main floor at Heaven heaving. Resident
Wayne G and Stewart Who? take the party through til the very small hours in the
morning.
Gorgious is back this Sunday at its new venue the Rex. With the likes of Dave
Cross, David Rogers, Danny & Junior J on the decks, the music policy is the
funky side of house. Johnny Hollywood & friends inject a healthy does of glamour
into a night that’s building itself a loyal following and has taken on a new lease of
life at its, um, gorgeous new venue!
On Monday 9th at Popcorn there’s the Hunks In Trunks Hawaiin Pool Party with
fun, frolics and a BBQ thrown in for good measure. Heaven opens its infamous
swimming pool so bring your trunks for a spot of splish splash. The very Miss
Dusty O and Bodum play camp cheese and cool commercial, getting harder as
the night goes on. Foxy hunk Gordon John plays dirty underground house in the
Dakota Bar. Big Gay Al and his sidekicks Glendora and Miss Diamond entertain
the young party crowd. On the 14th at Fruit Machine, Big Dee, Heaven’s stat-
uesque Diana Dors lookelike performs her first ever stage show. On the decks
Femi B and Elliot J Brown play the most refined house to a discerning dancefloor.
Jeffrey Hinton and Co play gritty RnB and Bashment in the Star Bar. All drinks are
£2 before midnight and cocktails are 2-4-1 all night.
On the alternative side of things, on the 7th at Ghetto at Nag Nag Nag Berlin Insane and
Mignon play. Steve Morell on the decks. On July 8th at Electrogogo, at Madame Jojo’s
Gene Serene and Luxembourg play live. Resident DJs Mark Moore (S-Express), Frankie D
(Greenhaus) and Roi (Mechanical Cabaret) spin mixed up electro grooves to a hip and hap-

pening fashion conscious crowd. On the 16th July at
Popstarz there’s the album launch party for the best-
dressed men in music, The Hives. Goodies up for grabs.
Down in Brighton Queer Nation and Wild Fruit collabo-
rate with O2 music to create a spectacular party at The Zap
on Saturday 17th July. In room 1 Dulcie Danger, Norman Jay
MBE and Supadon will be raising the roof with soulful house
Queer Nation style, with a dash of disco and a splash of
garage. Room 2 is classic disco, RnB and retro house cour-
tesy of Fred Thomas, Kate Wildblood and the legendary
Tallulah.
The home of Queer Nation, Substation, sees its popular
Boot Camp night move to Thursdays every week. All the
bits you know and love that make up this night are still there
such as the ‘kit shop’ and DJs Thanos & Rob C.
Finally, remember that Soho Pride is just around the cor-
ner, Sunday August 1st. Soho Square, Dean Street, Frith
St, Greet St, Bateman, Old Compton and Archer St will all
be pedestrianised and around twenty bars and clubs will be
participating. Expect DJs, cabaret, comedy, arts, divas and
a bloody good time.

http://www.ticketweb.co.uk
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BEYOND

http://www.gorgios.co.uk


◗ Popstarz at The Scala. 10pm-5am. Free entry before 11pm
with ad/web ad then £ varies. The long-running, colossal indie
bash attracting gay punksters, sk8ter boys and riot girls. A wave
of alternative fun! With R&B in the Love Lounge, kitsch retr in
the Trash Room & big indie hits in the Common Room.
◗ Growlhouse at Fire, South Lambeth Road, Vauxhall,
SW8.10pm-3am. £6, £5 members. Bears do Vauxhall with this
popular busy bear fest of sexy big boys and the smaller lads
who like them. Check it out and try on a furry coat or two.
◗ Camp Attack at The Astoria. 11pm-4am. Cheap fun, inno-
cent music, camp atmosphere and a harmless start to the
weekend. The best  in '70s and '80s on the main floor with
classic ‘90s hits in the 2nd room. With the Camp Attack
Classic Half Hour.
◗ A:M at Fire, South Lambeth Road, Vauxhall, SW8. 3am
(Saturday morning)-midday. £12, £10 with flyer. London’s huge-
ly busy late night club spot. When most people are shopping or
just waking up, this lively lot are resisting the lure of of bed. DJs
Sharp Boys, David Jiminez kick you into Saturday. Special
extended set from Paul Heron in the Funky Room.

SATURDAY 10TH JULY
◗ Queer Nation at Substation South, 9 Brighton Terrace,
SW9. 10.30pm-6am. £8. A clubland institution running every
week that brings the best in soulful house to London’s gay
scene. Jeffery Hinton, Supadon and Luke Howard and guests
play. These boys know how to throw a funky party. 
◗ Element at Club Colosseum, 1 Nine Elms Lane, SW8.
10:30pm-5:30am. Special post-Pride prices! £5 w/flyer b4 12, £10
after w/flyer. With all new light & laser shows, pyros & a sexy
dance team coupled with the most fiercely funky pumping house
tunes. DJs Sharp Boys, Steve Pitron & Severino play main floor
with Dave Cross in the 100% Disco room.
◗ D-N-A at Crash, 66 Goding Street, Vauxhall. 10pm-6am. £8 members,
£10 guests. Dance-not-att itude! Celebrating eveything loud &
unashamedly fun in clubland. Big tunes on the main floor, plus the
Classic Funky Room. Hosted by Vanity & Mark Tymes Dance Troupe,
Genemania. Tonight: The Recovery Party! Get over Pride in
manic fashion with the D-N-A team plus, FREE entry to Crash
Afterhours for all! Guest DJ Jo Public on the main floor.
◗ Crash Afterhours at Crash, 66 Goding Street, Vauxhall. 4.30am
(Sunday morning)-late. £10 members, £12 w QX ad/flyer b4 6am,
£15 after. The darker, edgier side to clubbing with full on funky fierce
house across two rooms. Playing current, dirty underground house
sounds with Steve Pitron, Alan X, Mikey D & many more.
◗ XXL at The Arches, 53 Southwark St, SE1. 10pm-5am. £7
Members, £10 guests. If you like bears, cubs or big blokes this
is your place. Four big arches - two chilled out areas and two
dance spaces featuring 7 hours of funky house in the main room
from Christian M & harder tribal sounds in the 3rd arch by new
resident Kami, Mark Ames, Mario & regular international guests.
◗ Heaven under the Arches, Villiers St. 10.15pm-very late. £12.
Quite possibly the world’s most famous gay club. Wayne G,
Stewart Who? and guest DJ Cam from Australia play out on the
main floor at this ‘Twisted Queen’ party special. Elsewhere, the
Star Bar is a funky house home, there’s commercial tunes in
The Loft, r&b beats in the Spider Web & Polly in the VIP.
◗ Wig Out at The Ghetto, Falconberg Court, W1. 10:30pm-
5am. Advance tix from Retro Bar £5, £6 with ad, others £7. This
club has six years of silliness under its belt. Camp and fun night
that’s a jolly break from the muscled posing elsewhere. Trashy
tunes from today and yesterday. Britney to Blondie + back.
◗ Bleached at Egg, 200 York Way, Kings Cross, N1. 4.30am
(Sunday morning)-late. The arrival of an all-new weekly Sunday
morning afterhours masterminded by Fat Tony. 3 floors featuring
house tunes, R&B, old skool and disco tunes in the Flava pent-
house & electro funk in the garden bar. Tonight: Boy George’s
last Sunday set here for the summer! Don’t miss it.
◗ The Hoist, South Lambeth Road, Vauxhall. 10pm-4am.
£7.50 to MA1, £10 entry includes The Hoist arch.Two railway
arches of horny men, attracting London’s biggest fetish
crowd every week. Strict dress code. You must have some-
thing in your wardrobe! 
◗ Club Motherfucker Live! at Upstairs at The Garage,
Highbury Cnr. 9pm-3am. £4 NUS b4 10pm, £5 others. Monthly
mash-up mix of riotous punk stuff, lektro, indie & more with hot
new bands from the USA & London. Tonight: Chicago’s X27,
Breaker! Breaker! & Snow White.

THURSDAY 8TH JULY
◗ Boot Camp at Substation South, 9 Brighton Terrace.
10.30pm-3am. £5/3, £6 for those not in dress code. The weekly
military, rubber, leather, jock and boot mid-weeker moves to
Thursday! DJ Thanos & Rob C on rotation. Bootshine/Hair
crops, plus the ‘Kit Shop’ for buying, selling, exchanging toys,
videos and other naughties.
◗ Glory Hole at Central Station, Kings Cross, N1. 10.30pm-
3am. £4. Stripper Bombshell in the upstairs bar is followed by
lots of horny fun down in the basement, all set to horny humping
house tunes. 
◗ G-A-Y Music Factory at the Astoria. 11pm-4am. £1 w/conc.
.G-A-Y’s more clubby cousin, with lashings of booze and lots of
cuties. The main floor DJs play  happy hardbag with lighter
handbag in Room 2. DJs Don Grant and Ian T. 
◗ Discotec at The End. 10pm-4am. Hip, happening, sexy, vio-
lently social and one of the funkiest clubs in town. Get there
early or you’ll have to wait in line for this popular weekly event at
one of London’s best dance venues. 
◗ Rude Boyz at Fire, South Lambeth Road, Vauxhall, SW8.
10pm-late. £6, £4 UB40/NUS. Men-only night for  lads who like
lads. Best Reeboks, trackies and Burberry. New & improved
with Amsterdam cruise cabins, pleasure holes, hot’n’horny cine-
ma + Rude Boyz performance. Cheeky, naughty and horny. 
◗ Dirty Fairy at 333 Old Street. 10pm-4am. £5.  Messy mid-
weeker starts here! Pure upbeat party, performance and porno
that bulldozes over pop,rock, disco, house and hip-hop. This
week is the Bareback Party.  Expect equestrian delights.
◗ Barcode at 3-4 Archer Street, Soho. 9pm-1am. Two parties in
one sexy venue! Homosocial in the upstairs bar with Stewart
Who?. Plus, there’s Tonker Lite in the basement for bears &
their fans. Booze and cruise with DJs, pool & table football.
◗ Electrogogo at Madame Jojo’s, Soho. 10pm - late
£5/£4 with flyer.  Fierce electro, disco and all things fashionably
alternative. Tonight: The Real Heat and The Modern Live. 
◗ Studio Fever at Freedom, Wardour Street.  Free b4 11pm,
£5 after, £3 concessions. Generations of disco brought to you
by the Tunes Monster Boys. DJs Dorethea, Miss Strawberry
K, Henock and Mr Moran . Dust of those platforms and get
down baby.
◗ Boots Only at Man Bar at 82 Great Suffolk Street, SE1.
8pm-1am. One of London’s best Boot nights... Sleazy, horny...
watch out for bootshine boy.

FRIDAY 9TH JULY
◗ Fusion at Fridge, 1 Town Hall Parade, SW2. 10pm-5am. £10
in advance, £12 w/flyer. Refurbished and revamped with a stun-
ning array of lasers, sounds and light shows, the Fridge knows
good clubbing. This is the perfect Friday mix with DJs Hugh
Stevenson, Paul martin & Steve Pitron.
◗ Bootylicious at Crash, 66 Goding St, SE11. 11pm-6am. £7
Gold members b4 12, £5 NUS, £10 others. Two rooms of the
finest r&b, funk, soul & disco at this massively popular monthly club.
Tonight: Nikki Lucas, Jeffrey Hinton, Sugarbear & the crew cele-
brate the club’s 3rd Birthday with a very special surprise guest!
◗ Popcorn at Heaven, under the Arches, Villiers St. 10.15pm-
4am. £4, £2 with conc. Monday’s madness moves to Friday
again! Get ‘leid’ at the Hawaiian Pool Party featuring boys in
skimpy shorts set to Dusty O’s main floor anthems, Gordon
John’s dirty house & Jonesey’s Disco Heaven. Plus, win a holi-
day to Orlando with Happy Holidays.
◗ Fiction at The Cross, Kings Cross, N1. 11pm-late. £9
b411.30pm, Members/NUS £11, guests £15. The club for the
fashionable, friendly and funky. Kiss goodbye to the working
week in style. From deep & tribal sounds, through to funky &
vocal tunes and a melting pot of dance in the VIP.
◗ Dirty Dishes at Substation South. 10.30pm-5am. £6, £4 with
QX ad. Sordid disco attracting horny boys from all over south
London and beyond. The ultimate melting pot of sexy guys and
hot house from DJs Martin Confusion and Slamma.
◗ Chunk at South Central, 349 Kennington Lane, Vauxhall, SE11. £4
Bearhug/Megawoof members, £5 others. The “original bear social”
returns with DJ Talullah & guests spinning vocal classics & disco.
◗ The Cock at The Ghetto, Falconberg Court, W1. 10pm-
4:30am. £5 b4 11:30pm, £6 others. Pulls a heady mix of
freaks, cocky  boys, hookers and lookers. This edgy night’s
gone from fierce to the fiercest! Hot & spiky mix of electro &
disco-punk from residents Tasty Tim, Princess Julia and guests. 
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◗ G-A-Y at Astoria, 157 Charing Cross Rd, WC2. 10.30pm-5am.
The UK’s biggest regular club for gay people and friendly straights.
Beloved mecca of young pop kids and the launching pad for heaps
of wannabe gay icons. Loads of boys and girls, light and fun sounds
and always a party atmosphere. Tonight: Jamelia headlines with
able support from Shapeshifters  (Lola’s Theme), Verbalicious &
Alex Cartana.
◗ Cruise Yard at South Central, 349 Kennington Lane (formerly
Dukes), Vauxhall.DJs play the pre-club crowd a mix of tunes to get
the boys in the mood.
◗ The Backstreet at Wentworth Mews, E3. 10pm-3am. £8, £4
members. Notorious East London cruisey boozer for highly sexed
gay blokes into boots and the tougher look. Dress code applies.

SUNDAY 11TH JULY 
◗ The Vic at 4 Ravenscroft St, E2. 7am-late. Kiss Saturday night
goodbye or kick off Sunday at this (in)famous East London chill out.
DJ Cool Jules plays funk, happy house and classics.
◗ Later at Fire, South Lambeth Road. 12noon-5pm. FREE.
Sunday continues to bounce at this afterhours party with Stevie B
& Oli on the decks playing funky house into the afternoon. Want
more? Find it here.
◗ The Den at South Central (formerly Dukes), 349 Kennington Lane,
Vauxhall, SE11. 8pm-1am. £4, £3 Growlhouse/BearHug/BCUK.
Delivering “burly bears, beefy blokes and bangin’ beats” at this twice
monthly bear’s melting pot from
the Growlhouse boys.
◗ Gorgios at Rex, 21 Rupert
St, W1. 5pm-12.30am. £5 b4
7pm, £8 after w/QX ad, £10
others. The ‘funkiest House’ in
town is comfortable settled into
its new home with DJs David
Rogers, Dave Cross, Danny &
Junior J supplying the funky
sounds & host Johnny
Hollywood bringing his friends.
◗  Booteeq at Rouge, 144
Charing Cross Rd, WC2H.
9pm-5am. £6 b4 midnight, £10
after. The new weekly dance
haven. Three rooms of music
featuring the (Having A) Ball
Room with  charged up house
master DJs, Fat Tony’s (Mixed
Up!) Room speaks for itself & the Milkshake VIP room with the
cream of the R&B crop. Free entry to Shadow Lounge members.
◗ DTPM at Fabric, 77a Charterhouse Street, EC1. 10pm-5am. £11
members, £15 guests, £9 b4 11pm. The original Sunday nighter! A
polysexual night with something for everyone. Dance Floor 1 features
fierce pumping house, DF 2 kicks it to tougher beats and there’s
R&B and hip-hop upstairs in DF 3... all featuring the hottest DJs and
the funkiest, most up for it crowd. 
◗ Orange at Fire, South Lambeth Road, SW8. 3am-late. £12, £10
with flyer. Playing uplifting, funky house to a dedicated clubbing
crowd. The Monday morning phenomenon just gets better. Djs Hugh
Stevenson, Stevie B & Paul Heron kiss the weekend goodbye.
◗ LA3 at 333 Old St, E1. 10.30pm-4am. £7 b4 midnight, £9
after, RVT wristband concs/flyers. Coach from Comptons
(10.30), RVT (11.30), South Central (12.30). The popular
Sunday night returns to its original home! Hot DJs kick it on the
main floor with Rolf & Don Grant in the ‘Bass’ment. One club,
two sounds - it’s gotta be LA3! 
◗ Detox at The Ghetto. 10.30pm-3am. £4 members/NUS, £6 oth-
ers. Fantastic West End secret for funky Sunday nights out. Friendly,
low stress & totally social. Pumping house tunes with vocals by MC
Crystal. Tonight: Resident DJ D’Johnny back2back with Per QX.
◗ Bed at George IV, 144 Brixton Hill, SW2. 11pm-5am. £5, £4
w/ad. Chrisco and Sneaky play the weekend away. Chill out slumber
lounge upstairs. Coach leaves Vauxhall at 11pm.
◗ S.L.A.G.S & Chill Out at The Royal Vauxhall Taver. 2pm-midnight.
The sensational D. E.Experience packs ‘em in (on stage 5pm). This
Sunday afternoon sesh has been a relentless institution dating back to
the dawn of time. DJs Simon Le Vans, Andy Almighty & Sean Sirrs.
◗ Marvellous at Substation South, Brighton Terrace, SW9.
10.00pm-late. £4/5. The alternative club that pre-dated them all. DJs
Felix, Lush, Jonny Slut & Rock John entertain with electro, indie, new
wave & rock’n’roll. Ms Joan Dairy Queen rules over the madness.

◗ Benjys at Purple E3, 562a Mile End Road, E3. 9pm-1am. FREE b4
10pm, £2 b4 11, £4 after. DJ Paul Martin plays dance, R&B & funky
house at this popular venue busy with local east-end lads & visitors.
◗ Spit Roast at Man Bar, 82 Great Suffolk Street, SE1. 8pm-late.
The sleaziest Sunday in town. Now with  showering facilities.
◗  The Hoist at South Lambeth Road, Vauxhall. 10pm-2am.
Attracting London’s biggest fetish crowd every week. Strict dress
code applies.
◗ Boot Boys at Central Station, Kings Cross, N1. 7pm-11pm. £5.
Slip on the big black boots boys, polish ‘em up and cum play.

MONDAY 12TH JULY
◗ The Daddy at The Arches, 53 Southwark St, SE1. 8pm-1am. £5.
Weekly cruise and booze night for the seedier inner you. A night for
“serious purveyors of the art of control and subservience”, it’s not
about leather or boots, but about top and bottom, keeping your place
and who is in control. Come discover who’s the real daddy...
◗ G-A-Y Pink Pounder at The Astoria, Charing Cross Road.
11pm-4am. £1 w/conc. Start the week on a mad note. Even more G-
A-Y fun, but with the added bonus of give aways, freebies, competi-
tions and very cheap drinks. Andy Elvers and Ian T are your DJs.
Plus, G-A-Y Porn Idols - The Rivals! The search is on for a co-star
to sleep with sexy winner Lee! Can you cut it? Call 07940 676 251
or email pornidol@g-a-y.co.uk to be a contestant.
◗ Popcorn at Heaven, under the Arches, Villiers St. 10.15pm-4am.
£2, with conc. Mixed grill of club kids, students & scene queens.
Cheesypop/commercial tunes on the main floor, r&b, indie and retro
tunes in Room 2 (Star Bar), Disco Heaven in the Dakota Bar,
Gordon John plays funky underground tunes in the Soundshaft, plus
chart hits in the Snug. 
◗ Ladz at Barcode (Basement floor), 3-4 Archer Street, Soho. 8pm-
1am. FREE b4 8.30pm, £2 b4 10pm, £3 after. New council boys &
trackie night. Resident DJ Rob Clark & Play girl play ultra funky
house. With raw talent & warm up DJ slots 8-10pm. 
◗ Y Front at Substation South.10pm-2.30am. Men only. Strict dress
code of underwear with changing facilities available (£1 for cloak-
room). Sexy boys in abundance wearing very little apart from a smile,
and knicker-wetting music from Mark Monroe.
◗ Booted at Man Bar at 82 Great Suffolk Street, SE1. 8pm-1am.
£5. Thursday’s popular boot night spills over to Monday... boots
have never been so popular.

TUESDAY 13TH JULY  
◗ Depot at Man Bar at 82 Great Suffolk Street, SE1. FREE b4 9pm
then £3. 8pm-1am. Another filthy no dress code cruise night. 
◗ Don’t Call Me Babe at The Ghetto. 10.30pm-3am. NUS £2, £3
others. Dusty O and Small Sam spin the best in bubblegum pop (and
some interesting drag) for a young, fun crowd. Surely one of the
most carefree mid week nights in town!
◗ Blackout at Substation South. 10.30pm-2.30am. Dark and sexy
men-only cruise night along with special galleries. Get your rocks off
on this popular Tuesday night hot spot. Bad boys do like those dark
corners. Martin Confusion DJs.

WEDNESDAY 14TH JULY 
◗ Diskocreme at Cafe de Paris, 3/4 Coventry St, W1. 9pm-3am.
FREE b4 10pm, £5 after. Something fresh to apply to your midweek
club routine. This gorgeous venue gets an application of raw funk,
rare disko & sexy house get the funk going from Dan Mog, Stewart
Who? & Harj.  With added Tonnic for taste! 
◗ Fruit Machine at Heaven. 10.30pm-3.00am. £6. £1 flyers from
Ku Bar, Retro Bar. Fierce house on the main floor from London’s
finest DJs, Jeffrey Hinton and Co go urban in the Star Bar and Chris
Reardon plays eclectic pop in Neverland. Sexy host Gabriel adds the
sparkle to the funk. Tonight:
◗ XXL at The London Bridge Arches, 53 Southwark St, SE1.
9pm-2am. Members free, Non Members £2. Two and a half rooms
filled with blokes, beer, boogie and blab. Offering bears and their
admirers space to drink and enjoy a mid-week boogie. Cosy, big
but intimate.
◗ The White Swan at 556 Commercial Road, E14. The original
amatuer strip contest with £100 first prize and £10 for each entrant.
Sandra, Rose Garden or Candy are the comperes and there’s a top
professional stripper at 10.30pm. Men only.
◗ Nag Nag Nag at Ghetto, Falconberg Court, W1. 10.30pm-
3am. The  club that inspired a movement. Haven for fashionista
queens bored of muscle clubs and the more depraved/discern-
ing club kid. 

DJ CAM @ HEAVEN
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WHEN I last visited this establishment it was called Sailors (I know. I
should get our more) and I’ve got a thing about sailors! So it was
with great interest that I set off to Chariots Limehouse. My concerns
were unfounded, the Chariots team have made some excellent
improvements and given the place a completely different feel.
The entrance is now much more like a reception, rather than a pay
booth. The reception area also acts as the refreshment counter.
Coffee, tea and squash are served free of charge you can also buy
snacks, meals and drinks. There is also a wide selection of lubes,
cock rings and flip-flops. The entrance fee is £11 with discounts for
Students and DSS. On Wednesday you can get a discount pass
from the White Swan next door and have a brilliant night out.
Chariots Limehouse is open from 12noon till 9am the next day and
24hrs at weekends. 
Two towels are issued on arrival with extras costing 50p. Located in
the reception area is a two station Internet Café ideal for surfing
while admiring the talent in the lounge. The changing room is
through the large comfortable lounge, dodging past the unfortunately

placed large video screen. The
changing area is big but the
entrance is so narrow, I felt

sorry for the guys having to
change next to the entrance. 
Chariots Limehouse is an inter-

esting labyrinth of stairs and is
spread over four floors, it is an
excellent cruising space. I love the
themes of hell in the basement,
earth on the first floor, and heaven
on the top floor. It all adds to an

imaginative experience. The basement has showers, a large jacuzzi
and steam room, with stairs down to a video room showing R18
films. A selection of cabins are on this level, some with there own
video screen. The first floor, with the earth theme has a sauna, a
steam room, toilets and more showers. Off this level is the best kept
secret of the sauna, a secluded garden and sun deck, ideal for get-
ting an all over sun tan during the summer months. When the weath-
er is not so good there is always the tanning booth at £1.00 for 2
minutes (Maximum recommended is 6 minutes). The top level which
is decorated to reflect Heaven has 9 clean rest cabins off a central
corridor with a video screen at the end. 
Chariots Limehouse gets my approval, it is fun and imaginative, the
staff and locals are friendly and the facilities are good. 

STEAMY STUFF

REVIEWqx

BY ADRIAN

Nearest Tube: 
Limehouse (DLR)

Chariots Limehouse
574 Commercial Road, E14

020 791 2808

CHARIOTS
LIMEHOUSE

800 Lea Bridge Rd, london E17 9DJ
020 8558 1331

NOW OPEN

OLD CLUB - NEW CLUB

REMEMBER THE OLD 800 CLUB IN E.17

Well its open again bigger,
better and with that friendly

feel as soon as you walk in.
Welcome to all its old customers and all
new members. This is the place to be.

Sauna, steam,showers, towels, 
lockers, great lounge, restrooms.

Open 12-12, £10 entry, free parking,
nearest tube walthamstow central

Buses: 257, 357,56
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http://www.easy-escorts.com
http://www.sohocinemas.co.uk
http://www.the-lockerroom.co.uk
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LIVE 1-2-1LIVE 1-2-1
LIVELIVE
GROUP CHAGROUP CHATT

TOTTOTALLALLYY
UNCENSOREDUNCENSORED

Cruise Line
Mail Boxes

Fantasies
Confessions

Special featurSpecial features!es!

Service provided by Qx Magazine, London WC2H 8NJ

CONNECT
FOR

FREE!

PAY ONLY FOR THE
SERVICE & NOT THE CALL

SAY GOODBYE
TO PHONE BILLS

Just whip it out...
Credit card at the ready
Just whip it out...
Credit card at the ready
PAY ONLY FOR THE
SERVICE & NOT THE CALL

SAY GOODBYE
TO PHONE BILLS

3.9p
£20 OFFREE CALLS

3.9pPER MINUTEINC.£20 OFFREE CALLS
WHEN YOU OPEN 
YOUR ACCOUNT

0800 075 10550800 075 1055

http://www.m4m4sex.com
http://www.ultimate-herbal.co.uk
http://www.thebigblue.net
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NAKED PHOTOGRAPHY /
SHAVING, PRINTS/ DIGITAL,

DISCREET, INEXPENSIVE.
07958 985 732. STEVE

**VIDEOS**VIDEOS**VIDEOS**
PRIVATE COLLECTION OF HOT
NEW VIDEOS FOR SALE, (ALSO

LEATHER,BB AND WS). £10. 
CALL DAVE 020 8207 2542.

FREE GUIDE TO GAY CRUISING
IN THE UK

WWW.SQUIRT.ORG

LARGE PRIVATE COLLECTION
OF DVD’S FOR SALE (NO

VIDEOS). CINEMA RELEASES
FROM £6.00, PORN FILMS

FROM £12.00. 
HTTP://WWW.DVDFILMS4U.CO.UK

ADVENTURE WEEK 
for gay men Facillated naturally

naked. August 13th - 19th
MASSAGE / MAN-2-MAN 

SEXUALITY WORKSHOPS 
and more. 

www.hamiltonhall.info
email: info@hamiltonhall.net Tel:

01202 - 399 227. 

LITTLE BLUE PILLS PLUS VIDEOS AND
PERSONAL SERVICES. 

07855 165 105 

NOT WELL ENDOWED,
FRIENDS / CONTACTS : 
TEL / TXT 07715 688 917
smc2000@amserve.com

COSMETIC SURGERY WANT A
LARGER, THICKER COCK?

PLUS CIRCUMCISION,
FACELIFTS ETC. FREE CON-

SULTATION. HARLEY STREET.
CIALIS / V - PILL FOR SALE.

CONTACT MIKE: 07958 400 359 

VIDEOS, PRIVATE COLLEC-
TION, BLACK, LATINO, INTERA-

CIAL, VIEW FIRST OR CAN
DELIVER. 07741 161 415. 

CLEANER WANTED. 
MORNINGS & DAYTIMES. 

CLEANING PRIVATE HOMES 
& OFFICES. 

UP TO 24 HOURS PER WEEK.
TRUSTWORTHY & HARD-

WORKING INDIVIDUAL
REQUIRED.

MUST HAVE REFERENCES. 
CALL GLEN :

07958 175 176. 

********* BODY HAIR  **********
TRIMMED, SHAVED QUALIFIED

DISCREET BARBER MAN - 
020 7394 0082 

OR 07971 954 236

SHAVING

GENERAL HEALTH
DOMESTIC HELP OFFERED.

CLEANING IRONING, GENERAL
HOUSE WORK ETC. GOOD

RATES. ROBERTO 
07960 954 758.

V*****
Instantly delivered to you

BE HARDER AND STIFFER
The Blue Pill delivered to your doorstep or work place 

(total discretion assured) 
4 X 100MG = £25 INCLUSIVE OF DELIVERY 
8 X 100MG = £45 INCLUSIVE OF DELIVERY 

For the cheapest price pick them up at our place and pay only.
4 x 100mg = £15. 8 x 100mg = £25

Why wait 4 the post: have them right now.
Call the delivery boy 24/7 on

07969 681 270 or 07747 728 014.

KAMAGRA
100mg Tablets £3 Each
Min. Qty For Delivery  (20)

Collection  (10), Post  (10)

07905 898 333.

MAN & VAN
light moves, 
collections +

deliveries.
Colin on 

07799 535 194
or

020 8891 5989. 

PHOTOGRAPHY
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FULL FOUR HOURS. BARE-
BACK. QUALITY FILMS. £20.

020 8503 5620. 

VIDEOS PRIVATE COLLEC-
TION 1 TITLE  £5 

ALSO AVAILABLE - 
BLUE  DIAMOND SEX PILL 

4 X 100MG  - £10 ,  SE1
07947 184 870. 

BODYSHAVING
07958 985 732

NEW HARDCORE
PORN SERVICE!
Want to swap, shop for or sell

privately owned hard core 
gay porn - videos, magazines 

and books.
New London based service

E-mail:
swapshopandsell@hotmail.com

for more info

SLAVES && MMASTERS

Calls to 09094 cost 60 p per minute.   Calls to 09096 cost £1 per minute
All live calls are recorded. GC Ltd, PO Box 20434, SE11 4ZU

HARD ROUGH ACTION
Meet Masters and Slaves
Live 1-2-1

09094 644 122

HARD DOMINATION
Master Slave Stories

09096 166 292

RED HOT AND RAW presents
RED HOT EXPERIENCES: 
Caning the boy (18+) and making him smart  - then he canes you 0909 656 2407
Spanking experiences of the experts 0909 656 2408
Hard corporal punishment (not for beginners) 0909 656 2403
The Doctor gives the boy (18+) a good thrashing in the shower 0909 656 2414
More spanking experiences from the experts 0909 656 2423
RED HOT Corporal Punishment Directory 0909 656 2435
22 year blue eyed blonde boy tells us about his school days 0909 656 2447
Paul 19 wants his clean smooth arse licking and then ... 0909 656 2450
23 year old ex-public school boy, Mike, tells it like it was 0909 656 2451
Daves slippering leaves his arse raw and he wants more 0909 656 2452
Max gets a new boy (18+) to humiliate in the room of holes 0909 656 2469
RED HOT TIPS: Advice on CP Did you know about ...
How much should it hurt the first time 0909 656 2470 The STING of the Scottish Tawse 0909 656 2478
Increased humiliation during a CP session 0909 656 2464 Cock teasing and over the knee spanking 0909 656 2472
Making it extra kinky 0909 656 2472 Giving your pupil a GOOD caning 0909 656 2473
CP needs to be a sexual experience 0909 656 2466
A rebellious student needs punishing 0909 656 2465
Respecting the boy’s (18+) limits 0909 656 2467
Stop him getting an erection 0909 656 2468

THE CP CHAT LINE
0909 925 2233

FEATURES LIVE 1-2-1

This service features and is for over 18s only. When using the chat
feature and when making a date, be safe and sensible. Meet your
friend in a public place and don’t forget to tell a friend. 0909 925 is
charged at 50p per minute. 0909 656 is charged at 150p per minute.
Service provided by MHL PO Box 10179London WC2H 8NR.

http://www.eman.co.uk
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dominating commanding officer and after some ‘goings
on’ with clothes pegs, the horny sub is untied and sub-
mits to the older officer who fucks him good and hard
like a good soldier boy should be.
In the next scene, uber-bottom, Sean Storm, gives us a
Master Class in how to ride a colossal dildo - and keep
smiling - his Mother must be so proud.  The movie ends
with sordid janitor, Robert Harvey, giving Adam Wolfe’s
greedy butt-hole a good ‘spit n polish’ in a storeroom. If

only my cleaner looked like Robert!

“…Get down to your stockists today before
the British Board of Film Classification
changes its mind on this heavy, hardcore
fuck-fest…”

Prowler has got five copies of Open
Trench 2 to give away. Just send your
name and address to
comps@prowlerdirect.co.uk by
Wednesday 14th July and the first five
emails chosen at random will each
receive a copy.

Open Trench 2 is available now
from Prowler Stores and Expectations.

by Jack HoffOPEN TRENCH 2
gets to work with his huge cock and
finally gives the sex-pig’s hole the ‘pum-
melling of a lifetime’ with a selection of
arse-stretching dildos. 
The second scene (the one which the
BBFC had a “hard time” with) finds
blindfolded London lad, Ben Ashton,
struggling and tied to a bed. The sexy
little fucker gets serviced hard by his

AS the long awaited sequel to one of
the best-selling gay fetish films, Open
Trench 2 surpasses its predecessor to
be one of the filthiest R18 movies on
the market. So close to the bone, in
fact, that the BBFC (British Board of
Film Classification) had a hard time
classifying it. 
Once again Open Trench 2 takes a look
at the sleazy bondage and S&M scene.
Directed and starring Drew Warner, the
first scene sees him trapped with
leather-clad, US hunk, Kyle Richards.
Once Drew’s clothes have been ripped
off him (literally) he’s strapped into the
sling, and Kyle gets to work on his arse.
He starts with his pierced tongue, then



LIVE 1-2-1 AND VOICEMAIL
FREE*direct access, 

so you can use your mobile !

0870 345 0222
Service provided by MHL PO Box 10179 London WC2H 8NR. Butt Buddies is an adult only service.

0870 Calls are charged at BT National rate. 1.5p/minute cheap rate. 

Butt BUDDIESButt BUDDIES

LIVE 1-2-1 AND VOICEMAIL
FREE*direct access, 

so you can use your mobile !

0870 345 0222
Service provided by MHL PO Box 10179 London WC2H 8NR. Butt Buddies is an adult only service.

0870 Calls are charged at BT National rate. 1.5p/minute cheap rate. 

11/2pFR
OM

0906 210 2236

MENS ROOM

09069 calls charged at 10p / minute atall times. 09062 calls are charged at 25p / minute at all times. 
SERVICE PROVIDED BY APN WALK 34 MIDDLETON ROAD LS27 8BB.
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TANTRIC / THERAPEUTIC MAS-
SAGE. REIKI STEVEN - 
07957 255 564.

THAI MASSAGE
combines sensual

Swedish massage to
relieve stress, tension
and deep relaxation 
by qualified young
Oriental.  Cosy and 

tranquil apartment in
Kensington & Chelsea.

Will also visit. 
07985 741 923

PROFESSIONAL FULL BODY 
MASSAGE BY QUALIFIED 38 YEAR
OLD - £35 SOUTH EAST LONDON.
IN ONLY - EVENING & WEEKENDS - 
07952 387 632 

GARY: 07958 050 185
www.gaydar.co.uk/euromassage

Strong
Sports

Massage

Friendly
Muscular

Guy

Out Calls 

Central
London

VIDAL - MASSEUR - 07986 368 686.

RICHARD
Sensual Massage

Experience offered
by fit athletic guy.
Luxurious central

apartment,
(1 min from tube)
or visits anytime.

07966 033 526.

FIT, HANDSOME MASSEUR.
STRONG HANDS FOR A GREAT
MASSAGE.  GOOD RATES. DAVID -
07986 656 450

NAKED MUSCLE GUY GIVES RUB -
DOWNS. ALSO GARDENING AVAIL-
ABLE. TOM  07957 376 637.

CERTIFIED THAI MASSEUR ARO-
MATHERAPY. £30 / HR. 
07969 238 685. 

SE15 RELAXING BODY MASSAGE.
ITEC QUALIFIED. PAUL 33, FIT. £45.
020 7358 1038.

JAY

VGL FIT AUSSIE 
QUALIFIED MASSAGE 

SOHO
NO WITHELD NUMBERS

AVAILABLE 24/7

07766 688 990

JULES
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TALL, SLIM, 22, GOOD LOOKING,
WELL HUNG LAD GIVES FULL BODY
NAKED MASSAGE.  EXTRAS AVAIL-
ABLE.  CALL MATT FOR MORE INFO
ON  020 8207 2542

SPORTS MASSAGE BY BIG STRONG
HAIRY MAN. MASCULINE & FRIEND-
LY. CALL RYAN 07904 195 672. 

NON-SEXUAL MASSAGE -
07956 210 848 

JASON 28
STRONG
RELAXING
SENSUAL
MASSAGE

BY
QUALIFIED
SENSITIVE
MASSEUR
24 HRS OUT CALLS / HOTELS

07906 853 166 

BEN
BROAD SHOULDERS
BIG STRONG HANDS

Northern X -rugby player
gives fully ITEC qualified

deep tissue full body 
massage in peaceful and
professional treatment

room. Highgate.
N.London.£35.

Evenings and weekends.
07960 502 159.

SHAUN. ULTIMATE MASSAGE.
Great touch, Master Technique.

Sensual, Swedish, Sports, 
Deep Tissue, Reflexology, Physio,

Erotic + Relief. Expertise &
Satisfaction Guaranteed. 

Fully Qualified. Handsome/
Attractive, Cute & Sexy. 
In (Gravesend) or Out

(Anywhere).London call at 
no extra charge.

07760 105 294

Tom 28.
Massage & relief

07
93

0 
21

8 
47

8

Qualified Masseur offers
11/2 or 2 hour energising

and re-balancing 
MASSAGE, reflexology,
indian head massage 

acupressure & advice on
injuries & tissue healing
Central peaceful luxury
apartment. GSOH, vgl, 

well fit & friendly. 
Guy 07957 558 099.

TRADE
S P E C I A L F E A T U R E S
-  R E C O R D O R S E N D
O N E  M I N U T E D E S C R I P T I O N S
O F W H A T Y O U ’ R E I N T O
-  L I V E G R O U P C H A T
W I T H C R E D I T C A R D

0870 345 5055
X X X  C L U B L I N E

f o r  c r e d i t  c a r d  h o l d e r s

0 8 0 0  0 7 5  1 0 8 8

4 p p e r  m i n u t e

0 8 7 0  C A L L S  C H A R G E D A T  B T N A T I O N A L R A T E .

S e r v i c e  p r o v i d e d  b y  E W M  L t d ,  2 3  d e n m a r k  S t r e e t ,  L o n d o n  W C 2 H  8 N J

2 pfrom

Service provided by MHL PO Box 10179 London WC2H 8NR. 
0870 Calls are charged at BT National rate. 2p/minute cheap rate. 0909 charged at 100p / minute

09091 0050 1150 MASTER CCHRISTIAN
09091 0050 1151 SKINHEAD KKINKS
09091 0050 1152 SUCK YYOU DDRY

09091 050 153 CAUGHT IN YOUR 
SISTERS UNDIES

09091 050 154 QUEEN SWALLOWS 
YOUR CREAM

09091 050 155 TUG MY TIT RINGS

09091 0050 1156 YELLOW CCODE
09091 0050 1157 GATES OOF HHELL
09091 0050 1158 VIRGINS SSPREAD ‘‘EM

09091 050 159 YOUR INITIATION
09091 050 160 BOTTOM WORSHIP
09091 050 161 SUCKING FIESTA

TOTAL

SLEAZETOTAL

SLEAZE

FULL BODY MASSAGE BY HAND-
SOME 29YO QUALIFIED MASSEUR.
OUT CALLS ONLY. 07899 725 001. 

MUSCULAR
MASSAGE

DEEP TISSUE / SPORTS
HOT STONES / CUPPING
REFLEXOLOGY /
AROMATHERAPY
RESIDENTIAL APARTMENT
CENTRAL NORTH 

ANDREW
07931 163 185

PROFESSIONALLY QUALIFIED 

MASSAGE HAS THE POWER TO
RELEASE TENSION, INCREASE
ENERGY LEVELS AND GIVE YOU A
GREAT FEELING OF WELL-BEING.
GIOVANNI -  07950 705 336 OR
020 7603 9785 

FIT, MASCULINE NORTHERN GUY, 6FT2
OFFERS FULL BODY NAKED MASSAGE.
N. LONDON PRIVATE FLAT. 
IN / OUT. 07906 919 305

Alexandros.
Masculine and horny

Greek guy offers 
full body naked

massage.
Good rates.
Convenient

West End flat. 
In / Out. 

07782 243 020 

CUTE YOUNG
MUSCULAR

LAD.
SLIM SMOOTH
WELL DEFINED

OFFERS
IMAGINATIVE 

SERVICE.
WATERLOO 

07957 203 346

Please email  pics to:
classifieds@qxmagazine.com

GIORGIO PROFESSIONAL
MASSEUR.  HAIRY & MASCULINE
OFFERS NAKED MASSAGE & SHAV-
ING. 24 HRS / OVERNIGHT.
MY PLACE.   BRIXTON
020 7326 0999

07931 4400 8816

MARK 228

ITEC QQua l i fied  224 hhours  ii n /  oout  CCovent  GGarden

WANT TO
SUBSCRIBE
TO QX?
Just call 
020 7379 8040
or
Send your name
and address 
with a cheque or
creditcard
details to:

Subscriptions:
QX Magazine,
23 Denmark,
Street,
London, 
WC2H 8NA.
6 months for £39*

12 months for £69*

*within the UK
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MY AARMY EEXPERIENCE

09090 6697 6601/2
( ££1/MIN )) PPO BBOX MM206UG

ON DDUTY
PAUL

HARD,
FIT,

VGL,
EX-

MILITARY
TOP 66’,

220LBS,
9"X7"

CENTRAL
IN // OOUT //

HOTELS
24HRS
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3 PICTURE BOX 
ADVERTS

NOW ONLY
£99

HUGE
HUNG

07974 4433 1154

VGL 8" UUNCUT
BUBBLE BBUTT

07779 0033 8819

NICO

NEW JIMONO (BLACK)
FULLY AACTIVE 228YRS WWELL HHUNG,

11”X 77”

DUOS ARRANGED -  CENTRAL
IN, OUT & OVERNIGHTS, UNHURRIED 

STRETCH YOUR IMAGINATION 

07939 531 212

EARLS

COURT

IN/OUT

07986 3368 6686
www.vidaltop.com

BLACK ACTIVE

VIDAL
26
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IN // OOUT // OOVERNIGHT.

07905 7768 0083

JO

ROB

30
RAUNCHY
TOP FUCKER 

020 77341 33504

07816 551 080
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UPPER

BOD BIG
HAIRY
LEGS

IN / OUT

07919
517
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www.younghunglad.com

Muscular
black
escort-
total top!
Hung
12 x 6
thick!!!

OTHELLO

LIMITED PERIOD ONLY
Unhurried
active service. 
In/ Out. 
24 hrs. 
Tel : 
07798 830 740
More pics 
No Witheld nos or
txt msg

www.othello.dircon.co.uk

31, LATIN MAN 
HUNG UNCUT
www.gaydar.co.uk/alat inoxxx

EARLS CCOURT
07791 0039 8887

STAS
24
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IN/OUT
VERS.

E2

JASON
2 5

07960 5504 9997
HUNG // HHORNY -- IIN // OOUT

DARRYL
HUNG 9”

HANDSOME

07810 016 163
www.superscort.com

gaydar.co.uk/.....superscort
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BEN

FIT OORIENTAL LLAD,
VERSATILE

THE MASTER

07799 682 165
SLING / PLAYROOM

JUSTIN
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07860 602 531
www.rajescort.com
rajesc@hotmail.com

BOB 223
NEW BBOY

EAST EEUROPEAN,
GOOD LLOOKING
FRIENDLY,
SMOOTH.

OUT CCALLS OONLY
HOTELS //  OOVERNIGHT

07979 9918 7780
www.bobby-uk.co.uk

(T)hug

SEB CCOX 0020 77377 00824
www.cumm.co.uk
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Matt
32 VWE 
Uncut

Handsome
Bubble Butt 

07835 077 084
www.simplyescort.com

STEVE
HANDSOME
HORNY BOY 
26
5’8"

SLIM FIT TIGHT LEATHER JEANS

07931 359 960

FERNANDO
25.
Tanned

Very handsome 

Ex ffootbal l  pplayer.

mature guys very welcome.
07005 9980 3334

Juicy butt

V ideos //

r imming.

Body mmassage.

Parking AAvai lab le

Hote l  vv is i ts/

VICTORIA

DELANO
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LUKE
28 Black, 6ft, sexy,

gl, well defined, 
muscular body. 

XVWE and thick.
SW5. In/Out. 
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07956 174 934

E4

FRED
19 NEW 
HORNY

BRAZILIAN

07709 597 875

ORIENTAL
MING
23 YRS OLD. 

VERSATILE IN/OUT/HOTEL
LONDON BRIDGE

07968 182 239
(NO SMS)

NEW
LUIS

34

07961 3305 7767

NINO

YOUNG,
BEAUTIFUL
& WWELL HHUNG

PICCADILLY
IN, OOUT && OOVERNIGHTS

07960 7758 3311

COME TO DADDY

GOOD
BOY

Leather U
niform

 scenarios, fantasies
colours cuddles thrusting, trusting,

punishing, enjoying. £
7
0
 In. £

8
0
 O

ut.
2
4
hrs.

TOM
07956 379 799
NO TTXT MMESSAGES

CARLOS

WWW.GAYDAR.CO.UK/..CARLOS
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BILLY
HORNY
NEW LAD

JUICY THICK
COCK

IN & OUT CALLS
EUSTON

07903 663 245

CUTE BLACK BEAUTY 24 PASSIVE SEX 

SEXY PHYSIQUE MY PAIN IS YOUR PLEASURE

24HRS/IN/OUT/OVERNIGHTS/HOTELS

07776 491 596
(WITHELD NOS IGNORED)

WWW.GEOCITIES.COM/PURE_BLACK_MEAT

EBONY

RAPHAEL

24, vgl, horny lad 
In/out/hotel

07769 6613 6638

TOBIAS -- IIN LLONDON FFOR TTHE SSUMMER

07795 564 623
VERSATILE AND UNHURRIED
APMTS PREFERRED/NO TEXTS OR WITHELD NOS

JOE
XVWE

07814 8847 2281

HUNTER

NEW IN TOWN.

26 YYO. SSUPER SSEXY
27" WWAIST  442" CCHEST

8 11/2" UUNCUT GGREAT LLEGS
AND BBUTT. 224/7

07833 6600 5597

GERMAN
XVWE

TIM
29/192/95
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http://www.myangelboys.com
http://www.malegayescorts.com
http://www.easy-escorts.com
http://www.villagianni.com
http://www.actionboys.ru


**********NEW**********
Black is Beautiful. Troy 24,

VGL,Swimmers build.
Friendly and affectionate.

Excellent Massage Offered.
Mature Gentlemen Welcome.
Daytime Discounts Always
Horny Duos Entertained

Anything Considered. Videos
& Viagra Available 24 hrs. 

In / Out / Hotels/Overnights
07881 431 745. 
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EXPERIENCED FIST.  SEAN 30.
FRIENDLY MASCULINE LAD
WITH SMALL TALENTED
HANDS.  OUTCALLS ONLY.
07986 724 952

ALEC26 NEW FRIENDLY ,
SLIMGOOD LOOKING 
PASSIVE SCOTTISH LAD.
IN / OUT. 24 HR. OVERNIGHT. 
07904 679 594

PASSIVE ARAB, HAIRY ARSE.
29. 07944 719 023.

INTO RIMMING/ SUCKING/
BONDAGE/ CP/ S&M/ FIST-
ING/ TOYS/ T.T/ ETC? LOCAT-
ED BELSIZE-PARK. BILL 33
BUTCH. 07958 400 359. 

3 8
XVWE

ACTIVE

07956 598 832 

JACK

BLOW YOUR MIND WITH MY
BEHIND. BIG JUICY BUTT.
RIMMING CHAIR.TEXT IGNORED.
MIKE: 020 7341 9353 OR
07956 389 600 

HORNY, YOUNG 19 YEAR OLD
MIXED RACE BOY.  VERSATILE.
CALL MALAKI ON 07944 888 387

SLOW-HAND TONY, 29, OFFERS
UNHURRIED PROSTATE MAS-
SAGE / TOYS / FISTING / SLING
FROM £40 WC1 : 07952 258 171. 

23 HHot SSexy
9” BBayswater
07786 4476 9941

New
Latino
PACO

ROB
NEW IN TOWN 
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07946 527 375

ABDUL  - 07961 806 472 

DANIEL 19 HORNY SENSUAL
MASSAGE FIT & SEXY BLACK
STUDENT 24 HOURS. 
07963 968 054

BULKY STRONG BODYBUILDER.
IN / OUT CALLS 07775 610 369. 

ANDREW
NEW CUTE

DISCREET GUY
LEICESTER

SQUARE
TUBE

GREAT FFLAT AAND
WONDERFUL LLOOKS
IN // OOUT CCALLS

24 HHOURS
CALL

07879 6640 9999.

LEE,  29,  SE LONDON, CP,
SPANKING, SCHOOL/SCOUT
UNIFORM - PASSIVE.
07890 085 003
WWW.NAUGHTYLEE.CO.UK

KURT
26 9”
THICK,
VERSATILE

IN/OUT
OVERNIGHT
07808
069 406
BLOOMSBURY
24HRS

www.LONDONKURT.COM

RICHARD, 26,

BLONDE
SMOOTH

BLUE
EYES

PASSIVE

OUT CALLS ONLY

RICHARD, 26,

BLONDE
SMOOTH

BLUE
EYES

PASSIVE

OUT CALLS ONLY

07956 606 174
www.gaydar.co.uk/eastend-bottom
07956 606 174
www.gaydar.co.uk/eastend-bottomN
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07780 6601 3308

MARK

VERSATILE IIN/OUT/24HRS.
COVENT GGARDEN

HUGO
24
Sexy Latino 
VGL
VWE

Soho
In / Out - Versatile - Friendly - 24 hrs

07906 703 274

ROBERTO

SEXY ITALIAN ACTIVE GUY CITY 

07837 051 038 
E6

21 YOUNG BLACK SOUTH
AFRICAN 07904 202 018 

STEVEN 335 XXL

07765 3342 2251
OUT CCALLS

ALEXANDAR
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ANDY

BLACK, 29, 100% TOP, 11" X
THICK. DUOS, TRIOS ARRANGED.
ROY. 07939 562 783. 

07880 566 263

PAUL
SOHO

VIDAL-  07986 368 686.
WWW.VIDALTOP.COM

BLACK HANDSOME HUNG,
ACTIVE, QUALITY BUTT / THIGHS.
ALSO SPECIALIST SERVICES. IN /
OUT / OVERNIGHTS / HOTELS,
NATIONWIDE. LONDON BRIDGE
JAY 07092 000 527. 

GUSTAVO.  HAIRY, HUGE
PIERCED NIPPLES, TATTOOED
SERVICING DOMINANT FUCKER.
VIAGRA.  24 HRS.  OVERNIGHTS /
IN CALLS - BRIXTON 
07752 042 246 

BLACK LAD IN WINCHESTER
07788 747 279

HANDSOME STRICT DEMAND-
ING CHINESE MASTER, ANY-
THING GOES, JACK
020 7244 8723

DISCIPLINARIAN, 38, FIT, V.
TALL. V. EXPERIENCED, ALL
LEVELS, ROLEPLAY. CALL
07958 985 732 
www.cs.clara.net/carl.htm

VERY HANDSOME, MASCULINE
UNINHIBITED MASTER OF PLEA-
SURE. PLAYROOM. TEXT
IGNORED. TOD. 020  7341 9353.
07956 389 600. 

IN A DIFFERENT LEAGUE
A real stunner (often told).

Masculine, white, 

handsome stunner 29. 

Chiselled looks, tall and well

defined gorgeous body. 

Experienced, fantastic, long,

hot sensual massage 

and much more. 

Your place or mine (parking). 

Your satisfaction is my pleasure.

WILL 07791 910 215.

HORNY BOY £40 
07050 643 381 

CP, LEATHER , LYCRA, RED,
TOYS, MODELLING 

07870 211 601

RICO

CHRIS
XVWE
VERSATILE.

IN COVENT GARDEN 
39

IN / OUT CALLS

07776 411 811
witheld numbers  ignored

TONY
HANDSOME
VERSATILE
IN/OUT
CALLS

07974 131 544

VICTOR

07979 035 192
NO SMS OR WITHELD NUMBERS W
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ARAB 27 HUNG DEFINED
TOTTENHAM 07985 424 494 

FULL HOT
SERVICE
8 INCHES
OUT
CALLS
ONLY

SEXY, FIT & HORNY
07984 316 603

www.london-lads.co.uk/ricko.htm

RICKO

CAIO
ACTIVE, SENSUAL, DISCREET
OUTCALLS ONLY

07940 094 734

IN LONDON FOR THE SUMMER 

CARLOS
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IN AAND OOUT
CENTRAL LLONDON

07963 0000 9907

FABIAN
9"  SEXY AND HOT BOY

BAYSWATER

07733 486 842



E7

HEATHROW - LONDON, DARREN
29. IN / OUT / OVERNIGHT. 24 / 7,
VERSATILE. 01895 - 273 550

KENSINGTON

07881 936 924

DACK
EX MODEL

B
LA

C
K

 F
IS

TE
R

SLEAZY TOP VWE ENJOYS 
ARSEPLAY EXTREME2MILD, 
ALL COLOURS CONSIDERED. 

IN / OUT / HOTELS CARL

07
96

0 
87

2 
22

6
ALEX, 27. MIXED RACE, HAND-
SOME, ATHLETIC, FRIENDLY, WE
,OFFERS A VERSATILE 1 TO 1
SERVICE. 07718 345 583

BLACK BEAUTY 24, DANCER
MASSAGE SPORTSWEAR ANY-
THING CONSIDERED 24 HOURS.
ANTHONY 07932 740 898. 

DEFINED ALGERIAN 28 SEX MAS-
SAGE PADDINGTON 07837 684
074 IN - £60. OUT - £90.
WWW.GAYDAR.CO.UK/DEFINED-
VERSATIL

SWEATY MAN, 52. BROWN 
YELLOW. KEVIN. 07901 868 464.

BONDAGE CHAMBERS ALL
FILTHY ACTIVITIES DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE DUNGEON HIRE
MASTER SIMON 07754 482 900.

ALTERNATIVE SERVICE ACTIVE
SLEAZY 07861 175 766. 

LEARN RED. TATTOOED BEAR
TEACHES FISTING. WWW.GAY-
DAR.CO.UK/LEARN_RED
07810 080 159. 
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GABRIELPAULO
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23yo
5’10"
8"
Versatile
07966 1150 0029

MARK

27 Handsome  Versatile
07711 578 344 

FELIX  - 07946 875 081 

24.  VVGL  VVWE,
Versat i l e ,  224hrs

M A T T

IN/0UT/OVERNIGHT
07765 7718 0027

CLAUDIO
VGL

IN / OUT / HOTELS
OVERNIGHTS 24HRS

07775 732 704 

SKINHEAD MASTER
35  6FT2  GL 
DOMINATION
ROLEPLAY
YELLOW

RED
CALL STEVE 

07708 667 342. 

DERRICK
W11, In / Out
/ Overnight -

Always horny.

07789
593
111

or
020

7221
9124

PROFESSIONAL MMASSAGE,
TXT IIgnored

IN // OOUT // HHOTELS //
OVERNIGHTS // DDUOS

07796 920 802

www.escupido.com/eurovipboy
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25YO
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 MARIO

23
VERSATILE VERY

HANDSOME

32 DOMINANT, FISTING
SPANKING COLOURS
BONDAGE SHAVING.  TEXTS
IGNORED  07881 640 229 

NEW DELROY. BLACK ACTIVE
29 VWE 11".  OUTCALLS ONLY.
CALL 07957 262 748 

Warren St. 
LUKE, 29, 

medium Build, good
looking, passive OR
PETER, 34, Dutch,
masseur, active. 

In/ Out Calls Hotels
07970 659 858

Witheld no’s ignored

E8

3 PICTURE
BOX ADVERTS

NOW ONLY

£99

ARSE WORSHIPPERS REQUIRED
VERY HANDSOME 32YO OFFERS
GORGEOUS, RESPONSIVE ARSE
FOR SERIOUS RIMMING ENTHU-
SIASTS (FULL INSTRUCTION
AVAILABLE), SMOOTH, SWIM-
MERS BUILD. IN/OUT CALLS
TOM 07838 143 951

SLEAZY SSOUTH LLONDON LLAD

07092 3382 2282

TOM

New
Boyan

gaydar/Boyanitalian

£70
07958 246 036

Please choose type of advert:

✔ [ ] LINEAGE (minimum 4 weeks)
� Personals with box number: All sections FREE for 1st 30 words,
then 90p a word. 
� Personals with phone number: (Advertise your SAFE CHAT 
number for FREE, no phone bill required)
Other numbers: Buy four get one free. All sections £8 per issue for 
1st 30 words, then 90p a word. You must include a copy of your 
phone bill together with a SAE for its return.
� Escorts/Masseurs: 90p every word (Buy 5 get 6)
� Business & Services: 90p a word (Buy 5 get 6)

✔ [ ] TEXT BOX 
� Escorts/Masseurs/Adult Services: (Size 46.5mm x 44.5mm): £23
per week or 3 weeks for £58 - as many words as you like

GENERAL DISPLAY SALES: TELEPHONE JULES/STEPHEN ON 
0207 379 8600

✔ [ ] PICTURE BOX (Size 46.5mm x 60mm)
� Colour/Black & White - Escorts/Masseurs/Business & 
Services only: £40 per week or 3 weeks for £99

Number of inserts required ..............

Please choose your section:

✔ [ ] ESCORTS
✔ [ ] MASSEURS
✔ [ ] BUSINESS & SERVICES section .........................
✔ [ ] BUSINESS DIRECTORY section .........................
✔ [ ] PERSONALS Please state the section in which you wish your ad to

appear .........................
✔ [ ] PHOTO PERSONALS I'd like to include the enclosed photo of me

with text of up to 20 words

✔ [ ] I've enclosed my cheque/PO payable to Firststar Ltd.
Post to QX Classified, 23 Denmark Street, London WC2H 
8NA. Copy deadline 4pm Tuesday 8 days prior to publication.

✔ [ ] MASTERCARD ✔ [ ] VISA ✔ [ ] SWITCH
Card No.

■■■■ ■■■■■ ■■■■■ ■■■■■ 
Amount £............................. Expiry Date: ■■■■ 
Start Date: ■■■■ Issue No: ■

I CONFIRM THAT I AM OVER 18 YEARS OF AGE

Signature:....................................... Date: ...................

Name  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Phone Number  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

E-mail address  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

MY MESSAGE:  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

qx
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING FORM

This service features and is for over 18s only. 0909 925 is charged at 50p per
minute. 0909 656 is charged at 150p per minute. 

Service provided by MHL PO Box 10179London WC2H 8NR.

Cock Tales from the House of Sin
Lets wank together – I’m young (18+) and hung      0909 656 2434

Dorm Dildo Orgy leaves young arses gaping 0909 656 2550

My nephew cums to visit 0909 656 2548

Sex with a teenage (18) transvestite maid 0909 656 2533

Older guy canes (live!) a younger man 0909 656 2535

Young skinhead likes him well hung and black 0909 656 2534

The spunk dripping shower room 0909 656 2532

J’s virgin arse gets broken in 0909 656 2416

Sting of the Scottish Tawse 0909 656 2478

Pete’s a first year student! 0909 656 2418

A hunky cop calls at the house 0909 656 2419

The unpaid houseboy (18+) 0909 656 2493

Rubber guy gets initiated 0909 656 2430

2 men, a taxi driver and a cop 0909 656 2421

Dark room secrets 0909 656 2428

His first caning 0909 656 2563

Rammed from behind 0909 656 2564

New recruit to the House of Sin 0909 656 2431

Church of The Sinner 0909 656 2502

THE FLESH XCHANGE – CHAT WITH LIVE 1-2-1

0909 925 2233



YOUR FREE* LINE

free* means no premium rate charges. calls charged at bt national rate
(CHEAP RATE 1.5p/minute) or less, depending on your service provider.

REGIONAL OPTIONS
SAVE YOU TIME

LIVE 1-2-1
on the
Cruise Line
Mail Boxes
Fantasies
Confessions

FEATURES LIVE ONE TO ONE

0870 345 3455
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http://www.eurosexmen.com


◗ YOUNG-LOOKING M, 48,
5’10’’, 6.5’’ uncut cock, into fucking,
sucking, rimming, fisting, watersports
& cock & ball torture. WLTM well-
endowed guy for day time fun.
Brighton. ☎ 25768
◗ GOOD-LOOKING,
Romantic Greek guy, 36, tanned, rugby
build, into movies, socialising, clubs &
travel. Seeks fit, confident M for fun &
friendship+. North London. ☎ 25671
◗ PASSIVE GUY, 30
5’11’’, medium build, beautiful blue
eyes, WLTM active guys for regular
shags & hard, horny sessions. East
London. ☎ 18193
◗ SLIM GAY GUY, 48,
5’9’’, 7’’ uncut, into fucking, sucking,
rimming, fisting watersports. Seeks
well-endowed guys for daytime fun.
brighton. ☎ 14383
◗ NORTH LONDON M, 65, 
l ikes swimming, holidays, bars &
evenings out. WLTM M, 18-25, for
love, affection & romantic times as
boyfriend & live-in lover. ☎ 17965
◗ PASSIVE GUY, 30,
Bubble butt, blond hair & blue eyes,
seeks active hung/extra-hung M’s, 30-
60. South/Central London. ☎ 24841
◗ SLIM, MUSCULAR M,
37, passive, no.1 crop, goatee, likes
jogging & swimming. Seeks guy, age &
physique unimportant, for fun times.
Kent. ☎ 14344
◗ SLIM M, 41, 6’2’’
8’’ thick cut cock, shaved between
legs, into fucking, rimming, toys &
sucking to completion. Seeks very
well-endowed guy, slim/medium build,
shaved, for great sex on a regular
basis. Hants. ☎ 23383
◗ MUSCULAR GUY, 32
5’6’’, straight-acting, into body contact
& watching porn. WLTM similar, slim
white or mixed-race M for fun & friend-
ship. Can accommodate. North
London. ☎ 14303
◗ STRAIGHT-ACTING
M, 32, muscular build, can accommo-
date, likes body contact & watching
porn. WLTM straight-acting, good-
looking white or mixed-race guy, 5’6’’
or under, for fun & friendship. London.
☎ 14283
◗ SLIM, HANDSOME GUY, 
40, 6’, 8’’ thick cut cock, completely
shaven legs, balls & arse, into fucking,
sucking, baby oil, toys & aromas.
Seeks equally well-endowed guy,
black or white, for great regular sex.
South. ☎ 14226
◗ STRAIGHT-ACTING
Artist, 44 (looks & acts younger), cute,
bright guy, no.1 crop, seeks straight-
acting, fit London guy for dates, sex &
more...maybe. ☎ 28045
◗ ACTIVE MUSCULAR GUY,
45, 6’, hairy, no.1 crop, into tit-play &
body contact. WLTM passive body-
builder, 25-50, for mutual massage & 
a passionate fuck. South London. 
☎ 23343
◗ LEAN, SMOOTH GUY,
36, straight-acting, fat, shaven cock &
arse, into boots, poppers & porn.
WLTM straight-acting, hung, hairy guy,
35-50, into fucking & sucking. East
London. ☎ 17991

◗ FIT, MUSCULAR LAD
28, 5’8’’, bubble butt, cropped black
hair & brown eyes, in good shape,
seeks well-hung active or versatile
guys for horny, sweaty times. South
London. ☎ 16535
◗ AVERAGE-LOOKING
Passive guy, 34, 5’4’’, seeks M, 18-30,
medium build, clean-shaven, average
looks, for fun & friendship, also to help
him explore his intimate desires. Kent.
☎ 14535
◗ PASSIVE M, 34
Into fisting, water sports, being fucked,
bondage, corporal punishment & all
that sort of thing. WLTM master. East
Sussex. ☎ 12362
◗ GOOD-LOOKING
Tight-arsed M, 38, 5’11’’, likes outdoor
sex & rugby/football shorts. WLTM
active, open-minded M, similar age.
South London. ☎ 28102
◗ NICE-LOOKING
Clean-shaven, slim, smooth M, 38,
5’10’’, thick, uncut 9’’ dick, nice shaved
bollocks, WLTM shaved M’s, 18-40, who
like being fucked, like sucking big dicks
& do it well. West London. ☎ 27490

◗ GRADUATE M, 47,
5’10’’, attractive, black hair & blue
eyes, into eating out, travel, theatre &
cinema. Seeks black or white M to
share his life. Long hair a bonus. North
West/anywhere. ☎ 25656
◗ FIT, HEALTHY,
Good-looking English/Canadian guy,
35, 6’, HIV+, into polit ics, opera,
music, occasional clubbing & eating
out. Seeks fit, versatile M, GSOH, for
lasting relationship. London. ☎ 29472
◗ BLOND-HAIRED,
Blue-eyed, slim M, 29, 5’5’’, likes pubs,
clubs & socialising. WLTM M, under 40,
for friendship & 1-2-1. Kent. ☎ 18196
◗ CHUBBY GAY M, 50
Into the arts, classical music, dining
out & staying in. WLTM active M, 25-
45, GSOH, for fr iendship. maybe
more. Middx. ☎ 29215
◗ SHY GUY, 19
Seeks M, 18-21, for fun & friendship+.
South London. ☎ 18136
◗ SLIM, FIT, MASCULINE
Non-scene M, 34, 5’8’’, into sport,
especially football. Seeks Italian guy
for friendship & hopefully long-term
relationship. London. ☎ 29207
◗ EASY-GOING M, 36
Average-looking, good fun, into bars,
restaurants, clubs, cinema & travel.
Seeks similar guy for good times,
maybe more. South London. ☎ 24125
◗ GUY, 19, 6’2’’
Medium build, seeks similar M, 18-25,
for a bit of fun. Belfast. ☎ 24147
◗ FRIENDLY, GENUINE,
Nice guy, 47, seeks similar guy, age
unimportant. Brighton. ☎ 23325
◗ GOOD-LOOKING ITALIAN
M, 27, 6’2’’, short dark hair, slim,
toned, tanned, into swimming, the
gym, socialising, clubs & having fun.
Seeks fit, confident, very good-looking
guy for 1-2-1. North London. ☎ 29139
◗ ATTRACTIVE MALE, 25,
Brown hair & blue eyes, medium build,
seeks older guy, 40-60, for friendship
& fun. London. ☎ 23312

BUTT BUDDIES
Tel: 0906 831 2233

Need regular guys who won’t let you
go short

LOVE &MARRIAGE
Tel: 0906 831 2233

A sound relationship with one horny
mate sounds good to me
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To place a FREE ad call 

0808 100 4808

To Listen & Reply call 

0906 831 2233

Or to reply by 
credit card, call

0800 279 0218
To browse ads call 
0906 831 2234

Reply to as many ads as you like with one call. 
Also use this number to collect  your messages.

GUIDELINES: Arrange meetings in public places. Don't give your address until
you are sure that you want to continue the relationship. Trust your instincts and
don't meet again if you have any doubts. On your first meeting, it is best to make
your own way to and from the venue. Leave details of your meeting with family
or friends when seeing a respondent for the first time. We reserve the right to
refuse any advert at our discretion .Service supplied by Advanced Telecom
Services. This is a UK only service.

Disclaimer: Firststar Ltd assumes no liability for the content of, or reply to any
personal advertisement. The advertiser assumes complete liability for the content
of all replies to any advertisement or recorded message and for any claims made
against Firststar Ltd as a result thereof. The advertiser agrees to indemnify and
hold Firststar Ltd harmless from all costs, expenses (including our solicitors fees),
liabilities and damages resulting from or caused by the publication or recording
placed by the advertiser or any reply to such advertisement. By using Queer
Contacts, the advertiser agrees not to leave his/her telephone number, last
name, or address in his/her voice greeting message. SECURE RESPONSE
SERVICE If you do not want to leave your number when responding to adverts,
select option 4 on 0906 831 2233.

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

09068 numbers cost 60p per minute at all times (BT Premium Rate).
Please note Payphones & non BT network providers may charge
higher rates. Credit card calls charged to your credit/debit card at
60p per minute at all times. Charges appear on your card statement
as ‘PhoneCard Services, Sevenoaks’. Minimum charge 60p.

◗ SLIM, FIT GUY
Early 30s, 6’, masculine, travels with
business, likes the gym. Seeks well-
hung black guy for no-strings fun.
Worcs. ☎ 14243
◗ RUGBY-BUILT GUY, 33,
5’10’’, seeks black F for fun & friend-
ship, possible 1-2-1. Southeast
London. ☎ 18062
◗ MEDIUM-BUILT, HAIRY 
M, 38, cropped, goateed, can travel,
likes pubs, cinema & theatre. WLTM
fun-loving black M, age no issue, for
fun & friendship. Kent. ☎ 26063

◗ BLACK MASTER, 29,
Aggressive, dominant, demanding,
experienced, safe & sane, wants to
use, abuse & train fit muscle slaves
(rugby players, bodybuilders or
sportsmen). Limits respected &
extended, no timewasters. East
London. ☎ 31493
◗ M, 45, 5’8’’,
No.1 crop, likes aromas, pretty good at
rimming. WLTM hairy, dominant M, up
to 45, looks unimportant, nice arse is,
who likes being rimmed, for introduc-
tion to brown. South London. ☎ 31475
◗ PRETTY SHIITY
M, 33, goatee beard, hairy chest,
balls/arse, into yellow/brown, espe-
cially shit smearing, kissing, re-pack-
aged shit fucking & wanking. All
washed down with aromas & beer -
cheers! Bradford. ☎ 25612
◗ TALL, SLIM GUY, 43, 
Likes taking yellow. WLTM naughty
guys into bed wetting, wetting their
jeans, possibly both yellow & brown.
Berks. ☎ 25525
◗ DIRTY RED GUY, 43,
Pierced, shaved, tattooed, into 
two-way fisting. WLTM perverted 
guy for mutual fun. West London. 
☎ 25336
◗ HAVE YOUR LIMITS EXTENDED
Active top guy, mid 40s, on the red
scene, offers his experience to the
experienced & beginners alike, 35+.
South London. ☎ 25482
◗ GEEZER, 35,
Likes sport, tennis, football & beers.
Seeks good-looking geezers M, 18-
35, into suits & pants, for fun & action.
London. ☎ 14322
◗ LEATHER RUBBER GUY, 
44, into red, yellow, tit-torture, cock 
& ball torture & CP. Seeks like-mind-
ed skins, bikers & leather guys.
London/West Sussex. ☎ 23377
◗ VERY GOOD-LOOKING
M, 28, can travel, seeks mature,
deep-rimming M who craves a 
tight, smooth bum hole. South East
London. ☎ 14626
◗ HALF-ASIAN M, 29
6’2’’, fit & handsome, up for filthy yel-
low & brown times with guys, 18-40.
North London. ☎ 10560
◗ GENUINE, CARING
Passive M, 34, 5’4’’, into sportswear.
Seeks medium-built, clean-shaven 
M, 18-30, for fun, fr iendship, 
hopefully relationship & horny fun.
London/Kent/Sussex. ☎ 14534
◗ MEDIUM-BUILT ITALIAN
M, 34, submissive, nice body, likes total
humiliation. WLTM active M’s, to sit &
fart on his face. North London. ☎ 27376

◗ SLIM/MEDIUM-BUILT
Grey-haired passive M, 60, 6’, 
enjoys most sex, very much into fist-
ing both ways. Seeks M, personality
more important than age/looks.
Brighton/Hove. ☎ 10563
◗ EASY-GOING PASSIVE
M, 51, 5’7’’, 13 stone, into red, can
give & take. WLTM experienced M
who understands the rules & 
knows what he’s doing, for hard 
fun, with limits respected. Southeast.
☎ 10669

◗ ANDY FROM READING
You responded to ☎ 14247, but your
phone number was unclear. Please
call again on this new ☎ . Thanks. 
☎ 31499
◗ SLIM GAY GUY, 48,
5’9’’, 7’’ uncut cock, WLTM slim, well-
endowed couple for fun & friendship.
Brighton. ☎ 14384
◗ TWO FIT, HORNY GUYS 
50s, both very well-endowed, tall &
slim, WLTM active guys, age & colour
unimportant, for three/four-man group
sessions. London. ☎ 14247
◗ SLIM, HANDSOME GUY, 
40, 8’’ thick cut cock, shaved legs,
balls & arse, big bell-end, into suck-
ing, fucking, toys, baby oil & aromas.
Seeks two or three equally well-
endowed guys for regular great sex.
Hants. ☎ 29108
◗ TWO GOOD-LOOKING,
Horny guys, one 26, nice big cock,
one 36, into porn. Seeks other guys
with big cocks for group action. South
London. ☎ 28107

◗ SLIM, SMOOTH,
Fully-shaven cock, balls & butt guy,
45, into sucking cock, porn & aromas.
WLTM similar, smooth, fun-loving, n/s
guy for some seriously fun times.
Let’s cum together soon. Bucks. 
☎ 16318
◗ VOYEUR, 55
WLTM slim, young dancer prepared
to be trained to perform privately. Can
travel. North London/South Herts. 
☎ 30310
◗ SPANK DADDY
Want a long, slow, sensual spanking
until you cum? You do? Then call me.
London. ☎ 16225
◗ BOYISH COCKSUCKER,
Good-looking, hairless, inexperienced
M, 34, loves sucking big wil l ies,
attached to older, stronger, hairy
guys. Let me drink your cum. London.
☎ 29481
◗ MASTER FROM HELL
52, 6’2’’, slim, shaved, Rotweiler
owner & advocate of the occult.
Seeks naturally submissive, experi-
enced slave to offer up his soul.
London. ☎ 25515
◗ FIT, GOOD-LOOKING
Half-Italian M, 34, hairy chest, muscu-
lar body, WLTM M with very long,
extra-large foreskin, for wild, hot fun.
Central London. ☎ 18248

◗ VERY GOOD-LOOKING
Guy, 30, 5’11’’, cropped hair, works
out, into travel. Seeks open-
minded, good-looking, straight-acting
Australian M, 30-40, with whom to
enjoy life. South London. ☎ 23333
◗ GENUINE M, 24
Likes clubbing, drinking fine wine & spir-
its, good conversation & travel. WLTM
progressive M, 18-29, for shared inter-
ests. South London. ☎ 14528
◗ GOOD-LOOKING BLACK
M, 18, 5’5’’, slim & athletic, likes the-
atre & cinema. Seeks handsome, fit,
slim M, 18-32, for friendship & maybe
more. South London. ☎ 12538
◗ ATHLETIC M, 29
6’3’’, singer, dancer & actor, up for a
good time, loving & laughing. WLTM
sincere, lovely M, really GSOH, for
fun nights out  & cosy nights in. South
London. ☎ 16450
◗ CUTE BLACK M
30s, into f i tness, squash, clubs, 
music & relaxing at home. WLTM
humourous, fun-loving M similar likes,
for romance. North London. ☎ 10485
◗ SLIM PASSIVE M, 51
5’6’’, smoker, works in an office, likes
nights out, clubs, sport, etc. WLTM
genuine, down-to-earth, hairy M for 
1-2-1 relationship. Brighton. ☎ 10486
◗ SLIM
M, 37, 5’9’’, likes cinema, restaurants
& pubs. Seeks similar M for fun,
friendship, possible 1-2-1. ☎ 10644
◗ WELL-TRAVELLED
M, 50, long-distance lorry driver,
100% gay, WLTM genuine M to be a
travel companion. Mids. ☎ 27485

◗ SEXY BLONDE BOY, 19,
Big dick, very sexy, up for anything.
Seeks well-endowed white guys with
brown hair & eyes, or men of colour, for
fun times. Central London. ☎ 16346
◗ TALL, FIT GUY, 34
Clean-shaven, good-looking, dark
hair, seeks cute Oriental guy to open
his smooth, luscious arse & be licked
long & deep. London/Brighton/any-
where. ☎ 25589
◗ SLIM, SMOOTH ASIAN
Guy, 29, very well-endowed, passive,
into active white guys, couples, sin-
gles, groups, aromas & anything
exciting. Surrey. ☎ 31403
◗ SLIM, SUBMISSIVE
attractive, blond white M, early 40s,
long legs & gorgeous bum, into hav-
ing fun. Seeks mature, masculine,
extremely well-hung black guy, with
experience, for regular weekend fun.
Brighton. ☎ 24182
◗ WHITE GUY, 31
5’11’’, cropped hair, medium build,
into rimming & licking. Seeks big, fat,
tall black guys, with big arse, chest &
legs, for no-strings fun. Southeast
London. ☎ 18157
◗ M, 43
WLTM coloured chap, 18-30, for lots
of fun all night & every night. Central
London. ☎ 10720
◗ SLIM WHITE GUY, 37
5’11’’, nice-looking, passive, into
older, well-hung, dominant black guys
for daytime/weekend fun. Also any-
one who replied to ☎ 14011 please
call again. Brighton. ☎ 14272

MEN OF COLOUR
Tel: 0906 831 2233

Do it with guys from around the world

RAINBOW WARIORS
Tel: 0906 831 2233

Red, yellow, brown. You know your
colour . . . 

SWINGERS
Tel: 0906 831 2233

Couples help to make up the 
numbers, so it’s three or four

ODDS ‘N’ SODS
Tel: 0906 831 2233

If you don’t fit in anywhere else

◗ GENUINE GUY, 29,
5’11’’, into sweaty socks. WLTM M for
discreet fun. London. ☎ 25347
◗ ON OFFER
Dominant M, fully charged student,
24, tall, slim, muscular, into army &
sportswear & leather gear. Sees
sugar uncle for spoiling, in return for
sexual adventure. London. ☎ 16233
◗ WRESTLER, 37,
Smooth, fit, toned body, wishes to
meet like-minded guys into wrestling,
18-45, for wrestl ing & watching
wrestling videos. London. ☎ 18244
◗ PIERCED M, 45,
5’11’’, zero crop, shaved body, biker,
l ikes t i t-torture, CP, etc. WLTM 
biker for runs, fun, fr iendship.
Brighton. ☎ 18219
◗ GUY, 20S,
WLTM guys to massage & have safe
doctor & nurse play with. East
London. ☎ 29427
◗ SLIM, FIT MASTER
56, shaved body, seek passive M’s,
25-60, who wish to be trained as
slaves. Genuine submissives only.
Can accommodate. Hants. ☎ 14092
◗ WANTED
Mature guy, 60+, must be well-to-do,
for artistic, beautiful guy, mid 40s,
who is great company & loves theatre,
cinema, outdoors, restaurants & trav-
el. North London. ☎ 16162
◗ GUY, 40, INTO
Briefs, seeks guy for ad-hoc fun.
Somerset/London. ☎ 18038
◗ IN TOUCH
Roger, you responded to my ☎ about
wrestling moves & videos. Please call
again on this new ☎ as your number
was unclear. Thanks. ☎ 23174
◗ SUB SKIN, 43,
5’11’, slim, goatee, cropped, nice-
looking, seeks imaginative top for
cock & ball, torture & bondage. You -
25-50, masculine, looking for long
sessions. North London. ☎ 28166
◗ VERY QUIET M, 60S,
Into strict spanking, CP, etc. WLTM
passive Asian, Caribbean or Oriental
M. Kent. ☎ 18044
◗ BLACK GUY, 18
5’3’’, WLTM honest, trustworthy, 20-
32. East London. ☎ 12536
◗ 99% PASSIVE M, 60
Medium build, WLTM M for fun &
friendship+. East Sussex. ☎ 12175
◗ OLDER EXPERIENCED M 
WLTM submissive M, 20s-30s, for
daytime sessions & regular meets.
West London/Middx. ☎ 12412
◗ STRAIGHT-ACTING
M, 51, lorry driver, 100% gay, gives 
& takes, WLTM easy-going M 
GSOH, for companionship. Northants.
☎ 30597
◗ CLEAN-SHAVEN
Versatile M, 39, 6’3’’, 12 stone, 7.5’’
cut, into kissing, wanking, sucking,
fucking, videos, massage, shorts 
& briefs. Seeks M, 21-45, for uncom-
plicated fun times. Bournemouth. 
☎ 10438
◗ SLIM CANADIAN GUY
30, 6’5’’, well into the scene, into yel-
low & brown. Seeks guys for fun, fun,
fun. Birmingham. ☎ 25432

CUSTOMER SERVICE

0871 220 2891
Calls cost 10 per minute at all times
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Fast & Furious
Come & Ride

Direct  access for  as l i t t le  as 2p per minute Features Live 1-2-1

Credit Card  access for 4p a minute

0800 075 1009

TM

Features Live Group Chat

CHAT LINE AND LIVE 1-2-1 EXCLUSIVELY FOR
MEN OF COLOUR AND THEIR FOLLOWERS

09094 6644 1172

Calls to 09094 cost 60p /min. at all times. Calls to 09096 cost £1 /min at all times.
All live calls are recorded. GC Ltd, PO Box 20434, SE11 4ZU

ERROL'S MEN OF COLOUR ACTION STORIES

09096 1166 2296

BIG && BBLACK
ERROL'S

More HHard DDirty GGay SSex
Tough CP/SM 09099 733 536
Slave Humiliation 09099 733 537
Hard Muscle 09096 166 292
Skins 09096 104 052
Men in Uniform 09096 100 899
AND....
Ultimate Gay Filth ! 09099 732 258

Calls cost £1 /min at all times.
GC Ltd, PO Box 20434, SE11 4ZU

NORTHERN
BOYS

09 010 202 303

Meet Boys 
from the North
& the rest of the UK

0901 is charged at 25p per minute
Media Services, Walk 34, Leeds LS27 8AJ

09 010 202 303

NORTHERN
BOYS

qx
HARDCORE

Cum on guys...
Cum on the phone
Guaranteed the cheapest

08703 453 454
0870 is charged at BT National rate.  Under1.5p per minute weekends.
Under 4p per minute 6pm to 8am weekdays. 8p per minute 8am to 6pm

office hours.  May be less with other service providers. 
Guaranteed the cheapest phone chat service on the market.

Service provided by Qx Magazine, London WC2H 8NJ

LIVE 1-2-1
Cruise Line
Mail Boxes
Fantasies

Confessions
Special features!
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◗ LOYAL MATURE guy. Fit 54, 10 stone
friendship and cosy nights in making love. ALA
Photo and phone number please.
Essex/London. Box 490/ 04
◗ MALE, 37, slim, grey hair, blue eyes, non-
scene likes theatre, cinema, cosy romantic
nights in WLTM male 30-45 (cut) for possible
relationship. Box 485/ 02
◗ GLYN MELLOR - Ex-Hackney / Homerton
Hospital nurse. Please get in touch! Box 485/ 04
◗  ORIENTAL LOOKING 4 mature stable
boyfriend likes cooking , gardening cinema,
travel & eating out. Photo appreciated. ALA.
Box 486/ 03
◗ ESSEX GUY - Mature, fit, 54, Daddy, 10
stone, 5’8", loyal, seeks young, cute, very small
fit, boyish guy 18-38 for friendship, sleazy fun
and and horny nights in. ALAWP. Box 488/ 02
◗ WLTM HONEST caring guy to build a rela-
tionship together. Wide interests: Art, music,
walking, gardening, settle down to homely life.
Active black man awaits you. Nationality/age
unimportant. ALAWP London. Box 489/ 08
◗ EASY GOING guy 49yo, slim, active seeks
younger into oral both ways. 7" thick cut.  Prefer
uncut but not essential. Absolutely genuine.
ALAWP. 3somes considered. Box 489/ 13
◗ GENUINE GUY 40 SA tall sorted caring tac-
tile romantic hairy WLTM 35-50 passive guy for
1-2-1 committed relationship. Quality time
together. Food, wine - real partner material.
London ALAWP. Box 489/ 20
◗ SPAIN : RURAL self-sufficiency. GWM 47
med-build, versatile, healthy, thoughtful, cre-
ative WL2M GM (30-50s) 2 build a new life
and renovate a farmhouse together.
Investment of self / capital required. Text
07792 950 806
◗ 41, SLIM, ok looks, genuine, sincere, stable,
romantic, considerate. Enjoys nights in/out, cin-
ema, eating out, travel, more. WLTM guy 25-41
for romance, 1-2-1. Write or email:
djlw7@yahoo.co.uk. Box 490/ 06
◗ 47, CARING male graduate, 5’10", blue
eyes, 11 stone, black hair seeks LTR.
Black/white - long hair a bonus. ALA. Photo
appreciated. Box 490/ 08
◗ BOURNEMOUTH, 43, tactile, versatile,
medium build, smoker, romantic, occasional
scene, very down to earth and friendly seeking
local friends under 45 and someone to develop
a loving relationship with. ALA. Box 490/ 12

HUNG ++ HHORNY
◗ WHITE MALE 33yrs. Rugby player build. SE
London seeks black male for regular oral
action. Dark skinned preffered. Well endowed
or active tongue welcome. Can accomodate /
travel. ALA. 07961 151 585.

MEN OOF CCOLOUR
◗ FIT BLACK guy 24 6ft tall, slim build VGL
WLTM open-minded fit blk/wht lads 22-40 fit,
slim to medium build and know what they want.
Send pic with details. Box 489/ 06

RAINBOW WWARIORS
◗ GOOD LOOKING, slim, muscular, tattooed
40s guy WLTM hot couple into dildo work, fuck-
ing and heavy arseplay. Also into tight Levis,
jocks, leather. Box 488/ 05
◗ 43YO SKINHEAD looking for like-minded to
have heavy and dirty brown, red, yellow, mud,
dildo, tt sessions. I’m also into rubber and
leather. Box 488/ 03

TONGUE WWORKS
◗ NATURALLY COMPLIANT 35yr old, 5’4"
seeks man 55+ to use me and humiliate me. I will
do anything to please. Box 488/ 08
◗ MASSIVE ARSE wanted with great big thighs.
Cannot be too big. Let’s hear from you. You
under 30 - me 55. Box 490/ 14
◗ 45YO SOUTH London with sleazy tongue.
Love to rim guys under 30. Let my tongue plea-
sure your cock. Box 489/ 10
◗ MATURE OBEDIENT oral slave into yellow,
brown, feet and humiliation seeks to serve. Can
travel or accom. London. Box 489/ 19
◗ BIG SMOOTH white firm bottom wanted by
West London based (can travel) 42 year old butt
lover. Me: 5’11" fit, healthy, cleanshaven. You:
25 - 40, similar, photo helps. ALA. Box 488/ 14
◗ GL / SA submissive guy 33yo seeks arrogant
rugby built guys who like their arses licked. Also into
heavy verbal abuse and humiliation. Box 488/ 12

BOOT BBOYS
◗ OLDER SLUT slave needs strict master for
regular training sessions. All colours except
brown.  Available days and evenings. Any age /
anywhere. Box 489/ 16
◗ FEET, SOCKS, trainers, size 12 here.  Uncut,
smooth, w/e, smooth, tattooes. Active, water-
sports. Box 490/ 09

FUCK FFEST
◗ WHAT WOULD you do for an East London
TV? Box 488/ 13
◗ BRIGHTON DADDY (49) seeks son/boy
(18/38) to love, nurture, punish and fuck. Do as
you’re told and you’ll get what you deserve. CTA
Stats and pics appreciated. CUM TO DADDY
brightondaddy49@hotmail.com
◗ GAY GUY, 38, labourer seeks guy 18-26 with
small arse who loves being fucked and spanked.
Effeminate guys only. London / Midlands - Can
travel. Box 485/ 21
◗ STOCKY, FAT, active guy, 35, 6’1", big fat
cock seeks boys with sexy arses who want a
good fucking. N London. Photo essential. Box
485/ 16
◗ SEXY ACTIVE guy 51 uncut loves oral, rim-
ming, fisting, deep shagging, w/s, toys, aromas
seeks guy who likes pleasurable hot hard ses-
sions and friendship. Can travel or accom. South
London. Box 479/ 17

◗ 7.5 CUT cock attached to slim, smooth versa-
tile 46 year old into fucking, sucking, porno, pop-
pers and undies WLTM similar guys for fun at
mine. Bucks area. Box 485/ 09

◗ HORNY GL Guy, Gym Trained Body 42.
Genuinely looks 32, NS, versatile. Into fucking and
rimming arse, being fucked, poppers and guys
who dont wear underwear. WLTM similar guys,
25 - 45, anywhere, CA/T, ALAWP. Box 489/ 24
◗ OPEN-MINDED black guy is in search of
PASSIVE hungry arse in need of regular sex ses-
sions. Aromas. Genuine and honesty a must.
ALA South London. Box 489/ 09

WASH AAND GGO
◗ TATTOOED, PIERCED guy, 50. 6ft medium
build, seeks younger guy, especially with tribal
tattoos, who is seriously interested in tattoos,
piercings and other types of body modifications
and exploring other mutual interests with!
London. ALAWP. Box 386/ 01

◗ CUM PUPPY 40s wants your cream now. I
never spill a drop. Just cum to mine and go.
Bucks/Berks. Box 489/ 23
◗ BIG COCKS wanted for my tight arse - hole
/ am 43 / slim / cropped hair / not bad - looking
/ sexy!! E2 area 020 7739 0705. 
◗ RUGBY BOY, 28, will text similar lad, 18 -
38, out calls, Stansted airport. Box 486/ 02
◗ NEED DESPUNKING? Expert oral given to
XWE guys, by passive guys who likes to get
fucked 24 hrs. 020 7247 6694 or 07885 378 818.
◗ CUM ADDICT seeks sperm donors for com-
plete ball draining service at mine. Oxon /
Bucks. Box 490/ 05
◗ IRISH, HAIRY, 39, well hung, masculine
guy seeks hairy active blokes for horny, no
strings sex. South London. Genuine guys 30-
60 ALAWP. Hot sex guaranteed. Box 485/ 17
◗ SMOOTH ORIENTAL, young looking for
hung top, especially with thick cock. Photo
appreciated. ALA. Box 486/ 04
◗ BRIGHTON GWM 42, passive, average
looks, loves rimming, sucking, giving massage,
being fucked WLTM genuinely active big built
cut guys 35-55 with fat helmets to despunk
safely. Bears welcome. ALAWP. Box 488/ 11
◗ VERY SLIM GL fit guy 54 horny and hygenic,
140lbs, great fun WLTM other skinny guys, top
or bottom, for serious sessions. Many other
interests. Hampshire/Coastal. ALA. Box 489/ 03

LOVE ++ RROMANCE
◗ CARING GAY male, 56, SE, seeks relation-
ship 18-45 or friendship, all ages, 18+, all
nationalities. Please write or email feelingsfel-
low@yahoo.co.uk. Box 485/ 15

◗ 22, SLIM, attractive, VWE, caucasian under
graduate seeking delightful experiences with
mature teacher or educated type. Those with
lascivious passion or sexually deprived need
not apply. Box 485/ 13
◗ CUTE, BLONDE WLTM u from QX 484. Qx
Club News - ACTION - Mediterranean looking,
silver shorts. Contact Glenn 07742 401 248....
Confirm it’s you and put ‘em high! 
◗ WANTED: GENEROUS b/f by this cute,
young passive Oriental into cinema, eating out,
clubs, travel and quiet nights in. London based.
Photo appreciated. ALA. Box 489/ 12
◗ MATURE, FRIENDLY guy, 54, fit, 5’8", 10
stone, loyal seeks young man. Lean/skinny cute
who’s seeking lots of love and playful, fun sex.
21-39. Essex. Photo please  Box 485/ 01

BLACK LAD, 26,
honest, genuine,
gentle, fun loving
seeking genuine
man for long-term
relationship. Race
and age unimpor-
tant. Write with
photo and phone.
Box 490/ 16

INCLUDE A PIC OF
YOURSELF FOR
FREE!
INCLUDE:
- A PHOTOCOPY OF
YOUR PHONE BILL

- AN ORIGINAL
PHOTO
- A SAE IF YOU
WANT THE PIC BACK
- UP TO 20 WORDS
- ALL FREE! 

SLIM GUY,
40s. Versatile
will take your
load - Duos
also. London
NW1. 07719
131 435

VERY PASSIVE
guy 29 with hungry
tight hole seeks
active foreign men
living in london for
sex and friendship.
Arabs, Asian,
Orientals welcome.
No witheld numbers.
Call 07810 022 181

MASCULINE
SORTED skinhead
offers insatiable
arsehole to all
callers. Younger,
smooth especially
welcome.
London N4 
020 7690 0158.

OH FUCK! THICK OR
LONG, SIZE MAT-
TERS. ME: 35, SLIM,
FIT, PASSIVE. U: VWE
AND ACTIVE. MY
MOUTH AND BUM
AWAIT YOUR MEAT.
NW LONDON. RYAN
07745 916 390 (WITH-
ELDS IGNORED) 

HOODED SLAVE 

020 7251 9150  / 07956 967 558

◗ WANTED: KIND, generous Daddy/Uncle
type for tall GL young guy. Very open minded,
genuine and trustworthy. Box 485/ 03
◗ FIT, CUTE Northern lad living in EastEnd.
Looking for lads who want to be either fucked
senseless/ sucked dry. Heavy spunkers and
well hung knobs with pre-cum a bonus. Box
485/ 05
◗ BENT, SORTED and cute lad looking for
bloke to give him hope that not all queers are
naff wankers!! In return, one lucky bloke gets
something to smile about. Box 485/ 07
◗ 40, BI-GUY needs MASTER to serve. Oral
given - anal taken. spank me, photograph me,
videoa me naked please. Your place. SE
London/Kent. Box 485/ 20
◗ RETIRED, BALD guy with glasses. Well built
and always ready for sex. Any age. Will travel.
Many colours - not brown or red. Write soon.
ALA - your pic gets mine. Box 488/ 01
◗ SEXY ACTIVE Dom guy sought by mature
passive guy with smooth bum needing fucking
and punishing. Your place. Box 489/ 04
◗ UNDIE WEARING perv dedicated to inver-
sion seeks imaginative males to conduct surgi-
cal scenarios. Your place please. Box 489/ 05
◗ SWEET YOUNG man, 31yrs, 1.78m, 73kg,
dark-haired, North African, educated, clean,
attractive, tender and passive in sex.  Seeks
friends. Please write in English, French or
Arabic to: Fisal F, 27 Rue du Javelot, Paris
75013, FRANCE. Box 489/ 07
◗ I AM looking for an old friend of mine, Frank
Burrows, can anyone help? - or Frank himself -
from Rodney. Box 489/ 11
◗ LONDON BASED guy 60s tall cropped medi-
um build, N/S seeks friends for socialising, the-
atre, etc. Maybe even a kiss and cuddle and sex
if comfortable. No committment. Box 489/ 17
◗ ATTRACTIVE, STRAIGHT acting 49 looking
for slim attractive TV (20-30) for fun friendship -
maybe more. ALA. Box 490/ 01
◗ IS THERE a freak club? A private group
devoted to exploring the bizarrely extreme and
unusual. If non exists will you help me start one?
Total discretion. Box 490/ 02
◗ FIT SLAVE WLTM dominant Master. Me S/A,
S/L, 38yrs, body hair. I am willing to try whips
and ropes, etc. Box 490/ 07
◗ EAST SUSSEX, slim, fit, 40s needs Uncle /
Headmaster type to strip me, make me shower,
exercise and display myself, examine, inspect,
spank and discipline me. Daytime / evenings -
can travel or accom. Box 490/ 13
◗ 44YO SKINHEAD into pervy sex looking for
like-minded guys to broaden our horizons. Any
age but must like it heavy. Box 490/ 18
◗ ANAL W/S S&M aromas seeks tops any age
especially with sling / playroom. Box 489/ 18

E-MAIL
◗ LONDON, FIT, friendly 40 something WLTM
guys age 18-25 and25-50 for ‘hands-in-
trousers’ fun. Write to Box No. or email
touchup@myway.com. Box 490/ 17
◗ NON-SCENE s/a ‘guy next door’ mid-30s
WLTM slim-line passive playmate 18-40 in
Poole area for discreet regular arseplay, cp.
Cannot accom / travel/ P/A
Email bunworship@hotmail.com
◗ WEST LONDON 35, 6ft2, slim build, passive
WLTM active VWE guyz, 30-40 for hot steamy
action. ALAWP. hillmandaniel@hotmail.com or
call 07003 755 015
◗ ARE YOU under 65? Any nationality, friendly,
honest VWE & active. If yes, black mature pas-
sive WLTM you. wolewole69@yahoo.co.uk
◗ COCK LOVER. Mature male wishes to meet
other hot guys 40+ for horny sessions. Most
activities considered. CA/CT. 
Email  donaldloveless@amserve.com
◗ ARTIST’S MODELS under 40 sought for
nude drawings / paintings. Central London. No
fees but you get digital pics of drawings. Email -
londonexhibition@aol.com
◗ BRIGHTON / SOUTH coast. Quiet, lonely
guy, 39 WLTM similar, slim, short lad, 21-35 for
friendship or more. Likes travel, walking and
nights in. Mikeschooluniform@hotmail.com
◗ 22 BIG lad 18 stone wants cock lovers under
50 for sucking and fucking. Can’t accom.
SEAN1982SEAN1982@YAHOO.CO.UK
◗ FRIENDLY, TALL, black, smooth, slim guy
20s WLTM caring guy - any race - for 1-2-1
ACWPA Phone number helpfull. 
Email zacchaeus@bushinternet.com
◗ MASSAGE, ETC, required during coffee
break of busy bi-businessman in SE5.
Beginners considered if young and beautiful. 
EMail whoseyerfriend@yahoo.co.uk
◗ CUTE GL fit guy with a love for fun in sheer
nylon tights. 32yo based in Central London. No
timewasters please

ODDS AAND SSODS
◗ LIKE GIVING massage? 46, cropped, tat-
tooed, stocky guy wants naked massage (no
fee) amatuer or pro . Your place only. Photo and
phone number please. London. Any age. Box
388/ 06
◗ ACTIVE SL tall fit attractive guy, 27 WLTM
older generous Sugar Daddy for mutually benefi-
cial encounters / relationship. Age / looks unim-
portant. Sense of humour a plus. Box 490/ 10
◗ MATURE GUY, 50s, medium build, passive,
non-scene, shaven seeks active horny guys 18-
45, smooth, for possible sauna visits (rest-room)
in London on Saturday afternoons. Box 488/ 07

◗ UNPROFESSIONAL MASSAGE of fully
professional quality (free) with or without hunky-
chunky. Trained dedicated sub gives total body
worship. Box 488/ 09
◗ JUDICIAL CANING given by 40yr old accurate
caner. Your choice of 6,12,18, 24 or 30 strokes.
You will be tied down, butt naked for sentence.
SAE gets number. London. Box 490/ 11
◗ 43, NICE slim smooth body. Into sucking, fin-
gering, body worship. Also medical examination
- Anything goes. Would love my hole spread
wide open and feel you inside me much more..
Box 489/ 01
◗ 45YO SPUNK and piss drinker will swallow
any / everyone’s load. No cock refused - Love
group of men wanking into my wide open
mouth. S London. Box 485/ 18
◗ MATURE MINCING lisping big soft pouff
WLTM other outrageous screaming nancies for
mutual admiration, in undies or naked. All looks,
ages, kinks. Must be OTT effeminate. Your
place. London. Box 489/ 24
◗ GOOD LOOKING guy with big thick uncut
dick and camcorder. Looking for similar guys for
horny fun. Box 489/ 02
◗ LONDON GUY early 40s hairy clean and
healthy seeking couples 46-60yrs for sexy three-
somes and lots of nude fun together. ALA. Box
489/ 22
◗ TALL, SLIM, 31yo, average looks looking for
Dad / Uncle types - maybe into something a bit
different? Age/looks unimportant. Photo appre-
ciated but not essential. Box 485/ 12
◗ GOOD LOOKING guys (20-45) with nice
body / cock are invited to my INTIMATE PARTY
in July. Please send me your photo and a brief
note about yourself. Me: Oriental (40s). Box
489/ 15
◗  GET NAKED. Pose naked for an artist.
Express yourself and lket me capture you in a
drawing. Copies of drawings provided. Box
489/ 21
◗ ULTRA MASCULINE fat boars with huge
bellies, massive arses and gross habits wanted
by effeminate old sow with obscene intentions.
Box 488/ 10
◗ 33YO GRADUATE. into hoods, collars,
masks, total coverage, control, breath control,
previous gimp experience, ready for daddy, LTR
possibly ownership, boot fun. Own place.
07746 414 614
◗ US - 5’5", 27w, sexy, good looking, slim,
toned, smooth, fit, cute and 6’, 32w, dominant,
dark haired, medium build, clean shaven, SL,
SA. Can accom. North Kent. Open to sugges-
tions. Orientals/ (convincing) TVs welcome. Box
485/ 08
◗ BI-MALE, 40, novice, willing sex slave sub
needs his bum spanked and a cock in his mouth
and up his bum. Total obedience, naked offered.
Travel SE London. Box 485/ 11
◗ RUGBY BUILT Brighton guy (30s) loves
nude running and cycling on the South Downs
seeks other naked guys to join him. Non-pene-
trative sex only offered to discreet guys. ALA.
Box 490/ 03
◗ GERMAN MASTER, 40yrs requires obedi-
ent, clean shaven sub slaves 50-75yrs for disci-
pline, sexual fulfillment and regular meetings.
Frank letter with photo if possible. Box 477/ 16
◗ CHAPS-WEARING leather guy 44 HIV+,
smoker seeks other leather / rubber / skin guys
for long horny sessions in and out of our
leathers and rubbers. Brighton/London. Box
481/ 20

WANTED :
LESBIAN(S) OR BI-
FEMALE(S) WHO ARE
DOMINANT/ACTIVE TO
GIVE THIS SUBMIS-
SIVE/ PASSIVE 37YR
COCKY GAY GUY A
GOOD SEEING TO IN
MORE WAYS THAN
ONE. LONDON. 
STEVIE:- 07746 062 326.

◗ FRENCH CONVERSATION lessons wanted
by VGL writer who would learn faster in bed
with handsome French student. SE London.
fairlynot@hotmail.com
◗ BLACK GUY, young and caring in Ghana,
seeks white guy age 25-50 for love, friendship
and exciting times. Email fork655@yahoo.com
◗ HANDSOME, HUNG, hairy arsed lad, 32.
WLTM dad / uncle / big brother type. Masculine
& easy going blokes only .Box 486/ 10
◗ SLIM FIT Master 47 WLTM slaves 18-40.
Training can includeerotic bondage, humiliation,
tit work, genital torture, etc. Horizons expanded,
limits respected. Novices and devotees. London/
South. johnwilliamsmaster@hotmail.com
◗ GOOD LOOKING Oriental guy 30, Phd stu-
dent in film. Likes cinema, art, philosophy seeks
professional male 20-35. Arabic/North African
welcome. Email strict_with88@yahoo.com
◗ DRAG, CD, TV, TG friends wanted, any age,
for friendship and maybe start a club around
Wimbledon area. Email philipoos@hotmail.com

◗ Y-FRONTS, 41, W London WLTM others
into unhurried sessions. Safe, horny, sensual,
wank, suck fun in traditional underpants. 
Email hornyw3@hotmail.com
◗ EXPERIENCED, MATURE, handsome, fun-
loving Kingston guy seeks 20/45 guy - any race
- for regular interfemoral and oral fun. Travel or
accomodate. Full descriptives replies. Photos
appreciated. Email hyndz57@hotmail.com
◗ 60+ GAY Tranny, new and alone in London
needs friends - just to talk and go out with. 
Email philipoos@hotmail.com
◗ I AM a strong, energetic, caring, versatile,
soft-skinned, humble young man coming to the
UK very soon and WLTM a caring matured man
for friendship, relationship and more. 
Email me at  jootynew@yahoo.com
◗ SHOOTING STARS. Fresh artist seeks will-
ing extroverts to participate in creative projects.
Aim to capture chemistry & create magic
through the lens with outgoing fit lads up for
adventure. London. email - np601@supanet.com

WANT TO SUBSCRIBE TO QX?

Just  call  020 7379 8040 or
Send your name and address 
with a cheque or creditcard
details to:
Subscriptions, QX Magazine,
23 Denmark Street,
London, WC2H 8NA
6 months for £39* 12 months for £69*

*within the UK

http://www.totallyamateur.tv


Calls charged @ 25p per minute at all times.
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CENTRAL
Barts Sexual Health Centre
St Bartholomews Hospital
1st Floor. Horder Wing
West Smithfield, 
London EC1A 7BE. 
020 7601 8090
Jeffriss Wing for Sexual Health
St. Mary's Hospital
Praed St, Paddington, 
London W2 1NY. 
020 7886 1697
Victoria Clinic
South Westminister Centre
82 Vincent Square, 
London SW1P 2PF. 
020 8746 8700/8066
Mortimer Market Centre
Mortimer Market (off Capper
Street) London WC1E 6AU.
020 7530 5000

NORTH
Archway Sexual Health Clinic
Archway Wing, Archway Road
Nr Holloway, London N19 5NF.
020 7530 5800/1/2/3
Zone 15 
Sexual Health Centre, 
St Ann’s Road, London N15 3TH
020 8442 6605 
Clare Simpson House 
Sexual Health Clinic, 
3-5 Well House Lane, 
Barnet EN5 3DL. 
020 8216 4110
Ian Charleson Centre
Royal Free Hospital,
Pond Street, Hampstead, 
London NW3 2QG. 
020 7830 2047
Dept of G-U Medicine 
Northwich Park Hospital
Watford Road, Harrow,
Middlesex HA1 3UJ. 
020 8869 3142

EAST
Dept of G-U Medicine 
Homerton Hospital 
Homerton Row, London E9 6SR.
020 8510 7989

Dept of G-U Medicine 
Newham General Hospital
Glen Road, Plaistow, 
London E13 8UR. 
020 7363 8146
Dept of G-U Medicine 
Whipps Cross Hospital
Whipps Cross, Leytonstone
London E11 1NR. 
020 8535 6535
Ambrose King Centre 
Dept gum, Royal London Hospital
Whitechapel, London E1 1BB.
0207 377 7306/7 for info & 
opening times. 
Thursdays appointment only.
www.bartsandthelondon.org.uk
East One Clinic 
Apppointments only
020 7377 7306/7

SOUTH
Roehampton Clinic 
Queen Mary's University Hospital
Roehampton Lane, 
London SW15 5PN. 
020 8355 2077 or 020 8355 2470. 
www.roehamptonclinic.com
Medical GU 
St Helier Hospital
Wrythe Lane, Carshalton, 
Sutton SM5 1AA. 
020 8296 2543/2505
Dept of G-U Medicine
Mayday University Hospital
Thornton Heath, Croydon CR7 7YE.
020 8401 3002
Croydon Primary Care Trust
45 High St, Croydon CR0 1QD 
020 8666 0555.
(HIV testing services,
appointments required)
Lydia Clinic
1st Floor, Lambeth Wing,
St. Thomas' Hospital
Lambeth, London SE1 7EH.
020 7928 9292 x2129/2319
Trafalgar Clinic
Queen Elizabeth Hospital
Stadium Road, Woolwich, 
London SE18 4QH. 
020 8836 5767/5768

Lloyd Clinic 
Guy’s Hospital St. Thomas’ St.
London SE1 9RT. 
020 7955 2108
Dept of G-U Medicine 
Beckenham Hospital
379 Croydon Road, Kent BR3 3QL.
020 8289 6623
The Wolverton Centre for
Sexual Health
Kingston Hospital NHST
Galsworthy Road
Kingston Upon Thames KT2 7QB
(K2 Gay/Bi clinic every
Wednesday 18:30 - 21:00. 
No appointments required)
020 8974 9331 
Pitstop @ The Metro Centre
Unit 401, 49 Greenwich High St,
London SE10 
Walk-in clinic, Weds-6.30-8.30,
020 8265 3311
Caldecot Centre
Kings College Hospital
15-22 Caldecot Road, 
London SE5 9RS. 
020 7346 3453
Dept of G-U Medicine
The Courtyard Clinic 
St. Georges Hospital, Blackshaw
Road, London SW17 0QT.
020 8725 3353/54

WEST
Dept of G-U Medicine 
Charing Cross Hospital
Fulham Palace Road,
Hammersmith, London W6 8RF
020 8846 1577
John Hunter Clinic
St. Stephens Centre
369 Fulham Road, London SW10 9TH.
020 8846 6171/2
Pasteur Suite 
Ealing Hospital, Uxbridge Road,
Southall UB1 3HW.
020 8967 5555 
Patrick Clements Clinic 
Central Middlesex Hospital
Acton Lane, Park Royal, 
London NW10 7NS. 
020 8453 2221

CHELSEA
St Stephens Centre
Chelsea & Westminster Hospital
Fulham Road, 
London SW10
020 8846 6171/6154. Tuesdays
EALING
Ealing Hospital
020 8967 5555. Wednesdays
ENFIELD
Town Clinic
020 8370 2550. Mondays
HAMMERSMITH
Charing Cross Hospital
020 8846 1577. Tuesdays
HAMPSTEAD
Royal Free Hospital
020 7431 0970. Tuesdays and
Thursdays
HARINGEY/TOTTENHAM
St Ann’s Hospital
020 8442 6464. Monday to Friday
HARROW
Northwick Park Hospital
020 8869 3142. Tuesdays
HILLINGDON
Hillingdon Hospital
01895 279537. Wednesdays
LONDON BRIDGE
Guy’s Hospital
020 7955 2108. Mondays,
Wednesdays and Thursdays
PADDINGTON
St Mary’s Hospital
020 7886 1225. Tuesdays
SUTTON
St Helier Hospital
020 8296 2543. Thursdays
TOOTING
St George’s Hospital
020 8725 3140. Monday to Friday
VICTORIA
Victoria Clinic for Sexual Health
020 8746 8066. Mondays,Tuesdays
and Thursdays
WHITECHAPEL
Royal London Hospital
020 7377 7306/7. All week.
WOOLWICH
Queen Elizabeth Hospital
020 8836 5767. Tuesdays and
Thursdays

STD / GUM CLINICS HIV TESTS
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